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SEGA GO STRAIGHT TO

As w* went to press, we received news that Sega Rally has just earned itself the

prestigious title of fastest selling CD game in history. In fact, R smashed the previ-

js record, held by Destruction Derby, by a whacking 10%, Funnily enough, we

at surprised as Sega had predicted this a few weeks before the game's

release. What rt does prove though, is that interest in the Saturn has never been

greater, and if what we've been hearing from retailers is true, then new sates of

Sega's machine are set to overtake those of the Playstation any day nowl

For those who just didn't believe WipEout could be possible on the Saturn, we've

naged to bring you the first in-depth look at the conversion. These are ioo%

jrn pics, not lifted from PSX versions, as people may have you believe.

Asforthe rest of this issue, if you're into football, you'll need to look no further

nan the forthcoming version of Euro '96. Plus, there's a look at Thor, and an

update on the stunning Panier Dragoon 3. Oh, and don't forget to stay tuned for

SOfcH ttCDfe

LOADED COMING TO SATURN!
s on its first

ng to Saturn

One of the biggest hits in late '95/early '96 has, without

Loaded on the Playstation, In fact, it shipped 250,000 a

week of release! And yep, you guessed correctly, it's c

in just a few monthsl

Developers Gremlin are currently working on the Saturn conversion

are confident of bringing a top class result your way as early as May.

If for some reason, you've heard hide nor hair of Loaded before, trie

game concept Is astoundingly simple - a band of mercenaries have been

imprisoned in space and are determined to blast their way out and seek

revenge on F.U.B., the evil guy responsible for their imprisonment. You cl

one of the six characters to get blast your way out of the meanest prison

planet that's ever existed.

Loaded has been highly acclaimed for its brilliant 3D gameplay, and mixed

with its high quality light sourced graphics, it's easily one of the most frenetic,

engaging Playstation games to date. And considering that there's a severe lack

of games such as this on the Saturn, it's likely to do very well indeed,

loaded has also received a lot of attention for Its great soundtrack too.

This was lifted from cyber crusties Pop Will Eat Itselfs latest album, Two Fingers

My Friends, and has been described by some as "The best music on any game.

EVER!". It also features top-class graphics from 2000AD veteran Creg Staples.

At the moment. Gremlin have only managed to complete the first level of

the Saturn version, but work on the conversion should be pretty straightforward

from now on. In fact, we should be able to bring you an in-depth preview of the

'SEGA SATUn -.
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VIRTOA FIGHTER KIDS SET
FOR AN ARCADE RELEASE!
Kids today eh! They're not like they were in my day They're all aggressive psychopath:

crack. That's what The Sun says, and I'm not about to argue, indeed. Sega themselves

perception of this HONEST FACT with a new arcade game plannedfor release ttlii UM
Virtue fighter Kids. Developed by AM2. obviously with Japanese bizarro tastes in mind, VF

Kids is based, like Sonic Fighter, on the Virtua Fighter 2 game engine. Basically it pits Super

Deformed lie with big cute heads

and wickle ickle

bodies) versions of

brawling arena

Little is known

about a specific

release date, evenfor

Japan, and it's also unclear

as to whether it'll ever

appear in UK arcades. But it looks

some more information

let it be known toyou.
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TURN ON. TUNE IN. PLAY GAMES.
tune in to and play games on. In much the same fashion as the pay-as-you-watch system for

videos in the States, those with the channel have a vast range of games that they can pick

from at the touch of a button. Sega have been working on the project with techno-boffins

General Instrument, and it was originally intended to be available last summer.

i the channel, subscribers simply plug an adapter into their console, poay their

monthly dues and away they go Just when (or indeed if) we can expect to see this system in

general use in the UK is something that the marketing sharks are still arguing about, but

needless to say, we'll keep you tuned in.

Saturn to get internet

connection facilities in '96!
As promised by Sega ofJapan when the Saturn mas first launched, the Saturn will receive an inter-

modem connection of the course of this year. The unit was actually unveiled at a recent Tokyo

although Sega haven't actually made a big deal out of it at all! But, sure enough, the

usesfor this "box" are almost limitless, allowing Saturn owners access to the internet, and

indeed to PC facilities and AV equipment too.

Of course, thejoypod will limit the range of options on offer, but once

Sega have released their keyboard, it should be possible to access

the full internet service. Until then, Sega

avidea number of CDs with hun-

included in the initial froc

t of the modem are three

tews services, incorporating

Naturally, this is going

be a very popular add-

for the machine, and at

such a cheap price, it's hardly

surprising. As usual, the Japanese

vili be the first to receive the modem,

it the moment, there's been no word

release. But as soon as we know any-

SKELE1WWARRI0RS
APPEAR ON SATURN
Ifyou were one of lucky people \

then you'll probably remember a

versions of the game are beginnir

could be a pretty compelling hack

Released by Playmates in the US, the gar

to hear an announcement in the next month

As you can see from the pictures, the ga

seem quite basic at the moment, there are si

when we hear news of UK distributors

nad the pleasure to play our excellent demo disc a couple of months ago,

;r for Skeleton Warriors, a spooky game hailing from the States. Well, the first

appearand while it couldn't be classed as "ground -breaking", the final version

; hasn't actually been signed up for release in the UK yet, but expect

so - it's pretty certain that it would do fairly well over here.

e is your traditional horizontally scrolling slasher, and although it may

ie nice touches to be found in the graphics. More on this one

SEGA RALLY IS FASTEST

SELLING CD GAME IN HISTORY!

Galiup's latest poll has revealed that Sega Rally is the

fastest *n* selling video game in history! The previous

record holder was Destruction Derby on the

PlayStation. Sega Holly sold an amazing id, ooa odd

copies in itsfirst week, and it's still selling by the buck-

et load finfact it was still number one in the charts as

SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE went to press). Sega's Andy

Mee, in response to the news says, "Saturn games will

be the success story of 1996" Sega Rallyfollows in the

footsteps of Virtua Eighter l and Virtua Cop, complet-

ing the success story of Sega's big

three'. More importantly though,

it shows that Saturn gomes

are becoming every bit as

popular as their Playstation

counterparts, if not more

so. In fact, retailers are pre-

dicting new machine sales

of the Saturn to overtake

those of the Playstation withir.

the next couple of weeks'.
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KNUCKLES APPEARS IN

SONIC ARCADE GAME!
t month of Sonic's belated arrival on the

w bring you some more pictures of this

is beat 'em up title. Conclusive proof that Knuckles

, Is alive and well comes in the shape of these shots

showing him staring down Sonic in real

fight. Going by the looks of these shots,

evident that AM2 are making real progress with thi

e as and when we get it.

SUPER BIG BROTHER IS

WATCHING YOU
Every now and then, a title turns upon import that really does make you wonder

about Japanese culture. Super Big Brother is, well, a shoot 'em up I suppose, except

rather than intergalactrc space ships doing the shooting, it's people in little more

than their pants. The kind of environments they move through are like pastiches in

the Monty Python style Even stranger though are some of the things that you shoot

at— buddha's.yogic flyers and huge heads with lethal beams emanating from

them. Think of something abstract and it's probably in there. Unfortunately, there's

no sign ofan official release over here, although we might still see it in one guise

or other Who knows!
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DIE-HARD WITH A SATURN! DIE HARD TRILOGY
News has emerged of a promising future release

from Probe software and Fox Interactive, who have

been hard at work on a new game for the Saturn

based on the exploits of John McClane. Despite the

lack of Bruce Willis endorsing the product, the game

stili looks to be a major UK software title of 1996. and

has one special feature to set it apart from other

games- it is actually three games in one!

Sega Saturn Magazine was treated to a special

previewing session at Probe's headquarters in

MAKE YOUR
VOTE COUNT!
Vep, it s that time again, readers. In May of this year we II be announcing the

winners for the EMAP Golden Joysticks Awards, where top game companies are

recognised for their best efforts in 1995. As ever, the majority of decisions for

category winners are made according to reader votes. To vote, all you have to

do is fill in this form (or a copy of this form) and send it in to us. There's ten

subscriptions to SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE up for grabs for taking part, so don't

delay! Entries must be received by March 30th and should be sent to:

GOLDEN JOYSTICK AWARDS, EMAP IMAGES, PRIORY COURT, 30-32

FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON EClR 3A1J.

BEST ADVERTISEMENT

32-BIT GAME OF THE YEAR

Croydon, and we extensively played on an early ver-

sion of the game. The three chapters follow the plots

of the films (as one might expect), and all feature dif-

ferent slants on the action theme. The first adven-

ture, known simply as Die Hard, takes place inside a

Los Angeles skyscraper (modelled on 20th Century

Fox's headquarters) on a desperate rescue mission.

The player must battle through fourteen floors of

mayhem before a final stand-off in the Penthouse

suite, and on the way, McClane may shoot at a variety

of foes, cars, drinks machines and computer equip-

ment in a search for hidden objects and grenades.

Thegameplay is reminiscent of Fade to Black or Lone

Soldier (a 3D commando game on the PlayStation).

and looks to be the most promising of all the levels

we observed.

The second chapter, Die Harder, places John

McClane inside a Washington airport overrun by ter-

rorists in an attempt to halt their activity and save

hostages (can you see a pattern emerging?). After a

lengthy foyer confrontation, the action switches to

the runway, the surrounding Virginia countryside

before a final helicopter showdown. All this sounds

rather exciting, but once we sat down to play this

,
level, we found it to be

the weakest of the levels

by far. The action takes

style environment

(indeed, this level is

compatible with the VC

gun), with enemies run-

ning at you [or hiding)

whilst you stay on a pre-

calculated path.

However, Die Harder dif-

fered from the Sega

graphics became very

messy when many ene-

mies appeared, and the

polygon terrorists

looked rather unrealistic,

moving like mannequins

and lacking expert

mot ion-capture. It also

didn't help that the lead

programmer slagged off

Virtua Cop before show-

plete) offering!

Finally, in Die Hard with a Vengeance, the action

moves to New York, and becomes a kind of driving

game with the an objective to halt exploding bombs

across the city. With a choice of 15 cars, the game runs

in 3D (looking very much like another PlayStation

title; Twisted Metal) with all manner of skids and

'doughnuts' possible, as well as innocent civilian car-

nage which was thoroughly enjoyable

Scheduled for a summer release. Probe still have

a lot of tweaking to do before the game is released,

and despite looking rather rough around the edges

(especially the second level), this was extremely

enjoyable to play, and could be a definite best-seller.

Fox Interactive are

responsible for bringing

Die -Hard to the Saturn.

Never heard of them

before? Weil, that's

the machine.

mgust albeit ir

LICENSED 32-BIT GAME OF THE YEAR

BEST CONSOLE DEVELOPER

BEST GAME MUSIC

BEST TECHNICAL INNOVATION

SOFTWARE HOUSE OF THE YEAR

WHOOPS...
In SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE'S

February lane, we printed a

review of Casper the Friendly

Ghost. Unfortunately, this

review was taken from an

unfinished version of the game.

We would like to apologise to

Interplay for any problems this

may hove caused. As soon as the

finished version arrives In our

offices, we'll let you know of

any review score changes.

"*S

FIFA TIPS
Well. you've probably realised now, but

we're going to apologise for this one

too. Yep, the FIFA tips printed In issue

#4 didn't work. We blame tips dolt Ed

Lomas for this extreme bunglery. and

would like to alert our readers that

in one of EMAP's darkened corridors

for his troubles. Ed had hoped to bring

you the correct tips this issue, but he's

finding it pretty hard to punch cheats

in on a joypad without any fingers.

Next issue though, they should arrive...

' SEGA SATURN





There's plenty of software being developed on our own shores at the moment, and at SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, we may have

been guilty of overlooking some of these titles in favour of games from our Japanese cousins. So this month, there's a

much stronger focus on European games and more importantly, when you can expect to see them in the shops. And if you

have any comments on any of the titles, let us know!

4& SEGA SATURN



OLYMPIC GAMES
Ing Olympic-type gai

lough), you i

US Cold have had a long-standing trac

n console, and this year's Atlanta g:

while Olympic Games has been pretty puny in the past, dui

the machines it was published on {the gameplay was great

expect to see something very different indeed for the Saturn version,

matchstkk swimmers of yester year, and in are full-screen sprites arr

a riot of colour. As in previous games of this type, the games include

javelin, discus and shooting. Naturally, this will be released to coincide with t h.

arrival of the Atlanta games in summer of this year and will

complete with an official Olympic game licence.

Also deep in development at the moment is a US Cold Sati

football title. Taking much of its inspiration from their Megadri 1
,

(and 32X) football game, fever Pitch, this 32-bit version will retai

the gameplay but rid itself of much of the novelty features that

were found in the original game. Although there's no actual

screenshots available at the moment, expect to see a much more grown-up affai

than the brash Fever Pitch.

SPYCRAFT
Ever fancied yourself as an undercover CIA

;

pretty sharp suit to match? Nah, you lot ai

the surveillance forces. But, you can snatch a I

playing this game from Activision when it's re

Insphi nfro

:e of what it's really like by

sed later on this year.

into the shoes of a CIA agent on a mission to uncover a mi

head of state, and break a ring of corruption rife in the Rus

if all this sounds just a little far fetched for a software house to recreate, then

take into consideration the fact that Activision have employed a former head of

the CIA to contribute to the game and a real author of spy novels to write the

script, which ultimately, should mean complete authenticity within the game.

In Spycraft. everything from crime scenes to secret buildings to police records

can be accessed, and all information found can be used to solve the ultimate

puzzle. FMV action scenes are interspersed with puzzle sections making this both

an incredibly expensive game to produce and a deeply involving strategy title.

At the moment. Spycraft is being readied for a an early April PC release, and once

that's out of the way. the programmers will begin work on the Saturn conversion.

What's particularly interesting about this game is that the programmers

have put together a whole internet site dedicated to Spycraft, where users can

access information and track down daily updates regarding the game. Of course, if

the Saturn's modem equipment is released by then, it's highly likely that this

facility will become available too More news on this one

&> sesA saturn



HAT TRICK HERO
Oh dear If there's one thing that you should definitely avoid in these days of

}2-bitdom, it's creating a duff footie game. Sega paid the price pretty heavil

when they unleashed Victory Coal on an unsuspecting public, and at the

moment, the Saturn is still awaiting a top footie title (FIFA wasn't all it was

expected to be), and we can safely say, that this most definitely, isn't it.

Programmed by Taito, the very same people responsible for Darius, Hat Trick

Hero is something of 3 step backwards for the football genre. Arriving in a box

with artwork reminiscent of the 1974 World Cup, Hat Trick Hera boasts a host of

Kevin Keegan wannabees with action more suited to a Master System than

anything else.

Believe us. nothing in this game from the gut-wrenchingly awful gameplay

to the pathetic graphics are worthy of an appearance on the Saturn. 32X or

Megadrive. However, it is pretty good for a laugh, even though it's a pretty expen-

sive one at that. Honestly, it's difficult to believe that anyone actually had the

cheek to seriously consider releasing this on the Saturn, and even though the

Japanese may not class football as their favourite national pastime, surely no one,

not even a die hard fan is going to consider buying it.

Expect this to never see the light of day in blighty In fact, don't ever expect to

see this in the pages of SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE ever again

PUZZLE GAME
gTMaagnp With the arrival of AMj's Baku Baku Animal on the Saturi

though puzile games are once again regaining popularity. While the

Saturn's puzzlers got off to a somewhat shaky start with Hebereke's Popoitc

there's been a fair few Puyo Puyo rip-offs that have done fairly well on the ii

w Data East have unleashed their contribution to the puzzle world,

although we'll be damned if we can pronounce trie game's title.

:s all the great action you'd expect to see in any quality

Tetris clone, although there are a few significant dlfferei

puzzlers of the past, most significantly the ability to hi

and place them wherever you wanton screen. While this

whole new dimensions to the game, it is quite an innovat

certainly please die-hard puzzle fans.

However, we still don't think it has as much appeal as Baku Baku Animal.

which is easily the most entertaining game of its type available But seeing as this

is fairly unlikely to see the light of day over here, it doesn't really matter much
Unless you're an absolute puzzle freak of course, and then you'll probably already

iloured blocks

exactly add

t and will

13 KJ



WRINKLE RIVER STORY
The Japanese love their RPGs don't they? There's at least two

most months, and although we can never understand them,

though most of them are of a fairly high standard. And they certainly keep oui

Eastern friends engrossed. But then they do like those strip mahjong games ti

so it's a bit difficult to tell really.

Anyway. Wrinkle River Story is the latest RPG to appear aver there, and

although it's still not anywhere near finished, it's receiving a fair amount

tlon from the Japanese press It's quite difficult to tell what's going on, bi

seems as if this is a cross between a shoot 'em up and a traditional RPG. i

abundance of absolutely huge enemies and plenty of spectacular explosi

As we said, there's not much information on this one at the momen
creenshots were sent directly from Japan, although we'll be keeping you updated

n its progress and an impending (or not as the case may be) UK release

s we hear any

40> SEGA SATURN 1J_
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This month, we continue our «.pth AM coverage,

and take a look at Research Department #Vs latest

. Although it's not due for

release in this country for a couple ofmonths, the

game is nearing completion and should be out in

Japanese arcades . Look out for a

machine that's on test at an arcade nearyou soon!

ally at Earl's Court exhibition centre in

the chance to tee the latent coin-op; out

I he ATEI show is held

| London and gives vis

Japan, which will be released into UK

I year. Naturally, there were plenty of big names at the show, but

I among the prime exhibitors were Sega Amusements. Traditionally

is innovators in the arcade field, they certainly didn't let

anyone down this year, and had plenty of top-quality products on display -

among the games on offer were FIGHTING VIPERS, MANX TT and VIRTUAL ON.

SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE was there too, and brings you this special report

Whenever Sega release a new arcade game, there's always a certain amount

of excitement that surrounds it. Not only do they promise a brilliant new title, but

you can be almost guaranteed that they'll be pushing back technology boundaries

too. Sega had many production show this year (including Sega Bally. Indy 500.

Virtua Cop 3 and Rail Chase 2), but the showcase products were the ones created

by AM research departments. All three divisions of the team had products on

show, and all three of the games were technically brilliant. In fact, by the time you

read this, most of the games will be out in larger arcades, so for the best test, get

VIRTUA FIGHTER 2 -PART 2?
on both home and arcade formats with Virtua Fighter

ng had to be done to curb that gap in between Virtua

irtua Fighter 3. Obviously they couldn't create a whole

new game - all of their energies were being put into

Virtua Fighter 3 [of which we've still seen nothingl

which is sure to be stunning. So. they got the code for

Virtua Fighter 2 and began to play around with it a lit-

tle. Fighting Vipers is the result. Based on Virtua

Fighter 2, this is a fighting game with a more

"Western " feel

All of the characters use the same basic moves as

the Virtua characters, but the game has a very differ-

ent feel. In fact, graphically it could be likened to

Tekken or Tekken 2 -gone are the purist characters of

Shun Di, Sarah Bryant and Akira Yuki, and in are more

chaotic, brightly coloured characters with a more

Streetfightery feel about them. There's no special

spectacular moves as such - the characters have

retained a pure fighting feel, but a few of them have

weapons, although not of the fireball type.

EIGHT NEW CHARACTERS!
There's eight characters In Fighting Vipers (along with

the rumour that there's a cheat to play as a fighting

Sonic), plus a boss character too. And although the

characters all take their movement from Virtua Fighter;, the game is played very

differently. For instance, defending is a lot more important than it was in VF2, and

AM2 have programmed the game especially to be like this. This makes it easier to

fight back if someone has unleashed an especially potent combo on to you, and

even if you're cornered, there's still ways to get out of the situation Also, the cam-

era angles switch around much more in Fighting Vipers than they do in VF2, and

the fighting ring is different too. Instead of slipping out of the ring and losing the

round in VF, Fighting Vipers is played out in a cage, so the sides of the ring can be

used to your advantage. However, a particularly hard punch can break though the

sides of the ring and fling your opponent right out of the fighting arena and into

the distance!

is

Yeah, kiss and make up, guys. Come on now, Those little blips on the sr

make friends again. the bright lights at the ar

'SEGA SAT_.li\



Picky readies himself Tor an awtsome attack.
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IN YOUR HOME BY CHRISTMAS!
Despite the non-availability of Saturn

expect to see an almost perfect conversion ofthegamebythi

released (probably around Christmas of this year], AM2 did an

Virtue Fighter 2 - in fact this is probably the closest home

arcade game ever seen. However, AM; are even more proficient now, and with

the help of the new graphics library, which the team are now fully used to,

they can produce even more technically perfect titles. As is usual in a home

.Yu Suzuki is overseeing the project, and has also mentioned that

he would like to continue the fighting Vipers series, in much the

the collective Virtua Fighters have progressed.

It's difficult to say how popular Fighting Vipers will be in this country, as

despite being technically brilliant as well as great to play, it's a somewhat

low key release than VFj However, the game was created with the west-

ern audience in mind, and it will certainly appeal to Tekken and Streetflghter

fans. Virtua fans will no doubt love it too, although on first look,

different from the dean, realistic
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Manx TTRacif. Not onlv doiithi

IV IXMlLtMT Sic* Rauv,

d motomiki. Are you
d level? SAM HICKMAN I*.

vas ever in doubt that Sega are responsible for th

machines in the world, they would have only had to walk aroui

show to put all their worries to rest. Out of all the arcade mad
from top companies such as Namco. and Midway. Sega were far and away
the most popular choice for the majority of visitors. The Sega stand had a

constant queue for most games (even the crap ones like Cool Riders) and at

times, the crowd gathered around the six-piayer Manx TT machine was

If anyoni

Aaah! He's going to Dvertah

quickly! Call the traffic police immediately or

there coo Id be a serious accident.

Too late, bozo! Actually, these bits are just

from the Intro part of the game, so the guy

shown is a kind of "ghost rider". Spooky.



There's no funny animals like

zebras to discover in Manx TT. Well it is I tie

Isle of Man. And you know what they're like.

Any spare wildlife is chopped up and used as

a sacrifice to the devil.

NOTHING!

SEE FOR YOURSELF!
Although AM} will L'- .-''

t'
'." • 11 to the :otjrr: se!"".et ""e over the next

year, they certainly won't be showing any screenshots for a few months yet. So.

the best thing you can do if you want to see what's coming upon the Saturn 5001

is get down to the arcades, arm yourself with plenty of pound coins and see it for

yourself!

BETTER THAN THE REAL THING!
As you've probably gathered by now. Mans TT is an almost exact replica of the

Isle of Man TT Races held anm
one of the most celebrated evi

dreds of thousands of visitors

course for competitors to folio

cop if AM3 had decided to use

as reproducing the original Mi

in the arcade game) AM3 h;

d Septen

n the .-. e festiv;

cethe race was first held in 1907 There's only one

n the real thing, but it wouldn't have been much

it the one course in their arcade game. So. as well

1 incidentally is difficult mode

eTTra

e created their 1

i entry point if you've 1

rhfs

The wind will blow
Welcome to the
NEXT SPEED LEVEL.

SEGA SATURN 2J I



THE LAXLEY COURSE
isAMj'sown creation, although it looks pretty much the

original TT track. That's because this imaginary course is also set in the Isle of Man
and uses the very same roads -it's just not as twistvtumy that's all it takes vou

through the main parts of the

the Isle of Man and out into a bit of the

jntryside too. and the

incredibly smooth."Unfortunately. you

can't choose the bike you wish to ride,

but it doesn't matter too much anyway,

as the bike you're provided with has

exactly the same powers and skills as

all the others. The race takes place over

THE TT COURSE
's based on the original TT

it takes you through the town, up into the forest

out over the hills. As the course is a real road t

used by everyday people, there's no change in te
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in eight player battle is by far and away the beat way to play Mam, and set ups such as the

one shown here should be appearing in arcades any day now. In fact, we've just heard that

Manx TT cabinets have completely sold out in the UK!

BwAhTTU

Very discreet advertising is obviously part of any racing game, and as you can see, Mam TT is

no e inept ion. Oh well. I suppose it makes it all the mure authentic.

This course's layout is true to the original The majority of this race takes place in the

Manx TI race held In the Isle of Man every town, with crnwds of people on hand to cheer

summer. you through all three laps.

^ SEGA SATURN



irtual On was recently unveiled at the ATEI arcade show held

in Earls Court and attracted a fairly major crowd throughout

hreedaysoftheshow.LuckilySEGA SATURN MAGAZINE

on hand to play the game to death and fortunately, we
report that the near-finished title is loads better than

I AMi's last coin-op effort, Cool Riders (which incidentally, was

cack). In fact, most people at the show actually thought it was pretty

amazing, even though it lacks the immediately obvious visual quality seen ir

Manx TT and Fighting Vipers.

HOT FIGHTING SCENES REPRESENTED
BY POLYGON MODELLING 3D GG!

Still that's not to say that AMi haven't put togeth

! time since Sega

j is a bit different! and they really have gone

lappening every other second. Plus, unlike

blasters of the past, this is a full 3D polygon adventure where you are pitted

as a robot who must run around blasting absolutely everything in sight-

kind of similar to the 32X game Metalhead -only loads better

AS THE PLAYER GRIPS BOTH LEVERS HE fc

VIRTUALLY BECOMES A VIRTUAROID!
There'sa choice of eight robots in all and each comes equipped with three

major-destruction weapons-different for each character. However, what ':

unique to this game is the control system. The robots and the weapons ar.

controlled using two joysticks, one of which controls the left sidi

of the robot, white the other handles the right side of the robot. To jump, both

levers are pulled apart There's also two buttons for each of the

these control the weapons, and the running movements of the droid. Obviously.

this may take a little time to get used to, but has been implemented purely to

make the game more in-depth and fun to play.

TARGETTED AT MANIAC PLAYERS!
Although Virtual On lor Cybertrooper

be played in one-player mode

head battle, played out in a two-playei

yet to appear in the UK. but k

The above pictures display thi wealth of blasting opportunities on offer in Virtual On,

particular character's sword Is extremely powerful, delivering crashing blows to all

A HUNCH OF CREATING
A GREAT SENSATION!
Although Virtual On is still going through rigorous testing procedures in Japan,

and as yet the game still isn't quite finished, AMi have already announced that

they'll be converting this title to the Saturn over the next few months. There's few

details on the conversion at the moment, and AMi are unsure of how to convert

the game's unique control system, but the final result should look and play exactly

the same as the arcade game. Early development shots should be available within

on this one)- expect to see a final version at around Christmas time.

& S£GA SATURN
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SPORTS SIM

Yea, though I walk through the valley in the shadow of death, I

shall fear no evil. Instead I'll play some golf. Because, you see,

what most people don't realise is that down that valley of death

there's a fabulous golf course! Valora Valley it's called.

what does the Devil do when he

needs to relax eh? After centuries

I stoking the fire, years spent pulling

out sinners teeth with a rusty pair of

pliers, and hours dedicated to mak-

ing scratchy sounds down black-

boards, surely ole' Clootie must do something to

unwind? Well, the truth is, he does what we all do

when we need a spot of mother nature's fresh air—
he plays golf.

Not ordinary golf of course. Don't expert to see

trie gentle slopes of a Gleneagles or Wentworth. I

...COURSES THAT RUN UP STEEP

HILLS, A PUTTING GREEN PLACED

ON THE PLATEAU OF A CRAGGY

HILL, SAND AND WATER TRAPS

POSITIONED TO PERFECTLY SWAL-

LOW UP THE SLIGHTEST MISTAKE

mean, when you're the Anti-Christ you don't want a

game that's going to be the epitome of leisure. Vou

want hellish sand traps, torturous five par holes and

more frustration than the average mortal could

bear! So, there's only one thing for it: you're going to

have to construct a course that perfectly suits your

temperament and personality. What this means is

courses that run up steep hills, a putting green

placed on the plateau of a craggy hill, sand and

water traps positioned to perfectly swallow up the

slightest mistake and patches of fairway suspended

in the air! And voila: the unique Valora Valley golf

is originality. With three golfing games already

doing the rounds, this twist in the genre
:

a refreshing idea, in it's fundamentals though.

Valora Valley Golf sticks with the traditional formul;

Don't expert to hear Satan's dark and booming

demanding use of the putter from his impish caddy.

Instead there is the familiar precision control

method when taking a shot, the standard choice of

clubs, options to adjust direction and driving stance,

and all of the rules associated with the game.

Valora Valley Golf actually looks quite similar tc

Pebble Beach Golf Obviously it doesn't have that fat

bloke, Craig Stadler, nursing you round the course

The tutoring voice in Valora Valley remains faceless.

Actually it sounds a bit like Satan with

accent Pebble Beach Golf was not particularly

impressive but although this shares a lot of its

acteristics. the absurdity of the courses themsi

are a considerable departure and enough

being considered in its own right.

As you'd expect of a golf game, there are plenty

of different modes of play. The Devil's Open takes

you round the standard course which, while certain-

ly being tricky, looks more like paradise than hell.

There's also tournament play, stroke play, skins play

(which is where money is placed on winning each

hole), and match play Although the precision con-

trol method for taking a shot is pretty identical to

the usual golf style, it comes with appropriately

crazy measurements like. warp, cyclone, psycho, and

fire for that huge drive.

As for the rest, well, Valora Valley Golf comes

with all those important stats, the facility for multi-

player action and options to save games m progress

Expert to see us summoning Beelzebub for a full

^j0> SEGA SATURN



Virgin stick horns anda pointy tail on to the golfsim!

< m,

,

By the way, if your golf ball lands in the volcano, you're best This contour map enables you to check the roll of the green.

advised to leave it. If you want to keep your legs that Is, Some of them In Valora Valley are very bumpy indeed.

Let's take a Quick look at hole four in the Devil's Open, k stranger

course you are not likely to see because on this hole the aim is to

travel up the hill to its summit where the green is situated. You

can either try to get there In one shot which involves using some

precise backipin, or go via the slopes at either end. Remember

though, if you make any major misjudgements either on the green

or trying to gel there, your bill will come tumbling down the cliff

leaving you back where you started.

There are a range of angles from which to watch the flight of

the ball, be It reverie- angle, following or a squinting distance.

Have no fear! The scoreboard is here! It's ready to tell you

whether you're under par, over par or, hey, on par!
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When a new platform character appears on the scene, there

are a few things you want to know. Is it fast? Is it tough? Is it

cool? Gould it have Sonic in a fight? Or Rayman for that matter?

Bring in the gecko!

v, Cordon Gecko I know. He was

e Industrial magnate in the film

I

Wall Street. You know, the guy

played by Michael Douglas who says

things like "greed is good". As

regards the species known as the

gecko, all I could tell you is they're lizards and that

none of them speculate on the stock exchange.

However, a little further research reveals that

gecko's are lizards that favour tropical climates, that

they have remarkable grip, coupled with a whip lash

tongue, ideal for snapping at insects. Can you picture

one yet? No? Ok, you know those old Flake adverts?

Well, you know the one where the woman sat deca-

dently scoffing her chocolate while the phone

wouldn't stop ringing, that had a gecko in it. It was

that small green thing that slithered over the dial in

sleek reptilian fashion.

But all this is besides the point. Whether you

area gecko simpleton who wouldn't recognise one if

WHAT REMAINS A MYSTERY IS

HOW SOMEONE CAME UP WITH

THE BRIGHT IDEA OF TURNING

THE GECKO INTO THE LATEST

PLATFORM HERO.

it became your best mate and took Club 18-30 holi-

days to Benidorm with you. or a gecko expert who

claims to have a knowledge of the species so deep

and profound as to render you the omnipotent gecko

god, what remains a mystery is how someone came

up with the bright idea of turning the gecko into the

latest platform hero. Why not Terrapin Dragoon or

Cyber Newt Fighters? Who knows, maybe theyjust

liked the sound of its name But enough from the

embittered games hack Let's give this gecko a

nasty human habits like wearing naff shades and

watching endless TV. Leading such a slack lifestyle, it

was perhaps poetic justice when the mellow gecko

found himself sucked into the TV screen by a mad

insect inventor. And this insect inventor could no

doubt point to the numberless victims of the gecko's

brutal death -by-tongue executions to justify its

malefaction But plea bargaining aside, Cex is now

stuck in a TV maze where his only chance of escape is

to move through hostile television worlds searching

for remote controls and video tapes. A spiritual infer-

no indeed for the squared-eyed reptile, and one

which forces him to utilise his habitual talents like

sticking to things, using his tail as a whip, and flick-

In true platform tradition there are no end of

foes ready to extinguish Cex's tentative existence, b

they zombies, killer tomatoes, cartoon characters.

kung fu experts or jungle beasts. Lucky for him ther

that this platform tradition extends to the vast rant

of pickups available, useful for replenishing energy

and increasing power. Some of them even give him

additional powers like the ability to spitfire and

lightnl ' bolts.

eGex doesn't appear to be carrying any

particularly original ideas in it, it does look both fast

and polished, and there is enough happening to keep

the player more than occupied with gecko heroics.

Look out for our cold blooded review next month.

When he gets Id the end of a level, G«i disappears through Ih

tube. Don't forget that remote control though.

Gei finds himsolf in this

predicament by watching

too much TV! Let that be a

Gei demonstniteiooeofth e useful things he can dc

elastic tongue .If he collect 1 a bund red goldeo file)

himself an eit ra life.
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When Gex flicks a question mark with his tail or tongue, a

laled, helping the slimy chap to utilise all of th

skills and opportunities at his disposal. It might even point It

bonus levels where he Dan gain some valuable extra points.

-^X4s 4-w %innt

—ft*

The old gecko saying goes, 'if If

famous for. Go Gex g>

we'll stick to It' and Gex is happy

it great tradition of all-terrain grappling thai the agile reptile is

? SEGA SAT-ji^N 2_9_
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The original Shining Force team return for an all-new adventure!

There's a rather glaring lack of RPGs on the Saturn, so it's a

goodjob that Climax, the team behind the Shining Force series

on the Megadrive, have returned to cause chaos on the Saturn!

hining Force was easily the best RPC

n the Megadrive. With its intricate

storylines and brilliant battle mode it

was one of the most in-depth and

appealing series of games ever

released on the system. And now, in

these days of Jl-bit glorydom, everyone seems to

have gone a bit mad. The ID game has been pushed

aside somewhat, and in its favour, jD adventures with

superlative graphics, gruesome plots and none of the

old style RPG-ness about them at all. But what's hap-

pened to the gameplay? Where has it all gone?

Yep, I remember when this was all pixelly. None

of your 3D rubbish, just tiny little sprites with no detail

and bad taste In colour But. the gameplay was

From this prettymundane begin-

ning A MONSTROUS QUEST GROWS.

The princess Satera is spellbound!

And then kidnapped! Bya dark

elf!a legendary giant is awoken,

causing terror and the possible

end of the world!

damned good, even though the environments looked

nothing like the castles or ships that they were sup-

posed to represent it's all changed now though, and

it's not all for the better. Why, we haven't seen a

decent RPC on the Saturn in months. The ones that are

around at the moment are just too fussy (Virtual

Hydlide) or too damned clever for their own good (D)

So it's with plenty of back-slapping and cheering

that we welcome the Shining Force team back into the

fold this month. Naturally, there's not much life left in

the Megadrive anymore (especially not as far as RPGs

go), so the team have decided to upgrade themselves

and develop for the Saturn The result is still reminis-

cent of a 16-bit game, offering not much at all in the

way of 3D trickery or fancy effects, but as you'd expect

from the crew, the adventure Is of top class quality

Set once again in the scenic territory of Parmecia.

Shining Wisdom casts you as the new young guardlet,

son of a great hero, starting out on his first day as a

soldier. Just like our Rad you've got a bit of trouble get-

ting out of bed and are already late for your big day.

Your grandfather doesn't exactly help matters by

refusing to allow you to leave for the office until you've

decked him. From this pretty mundane beginning a

monstrous quest grows. The princess Satera is spell-

bound! And then kidnapped! By a dark elf! A legendary

giant is awoken, causing terror and the possible end of

the world! You have to fight loads of monsters! And. in

a bit of a departure from the usual Shining Force rou-

tine, there's no cumbersome rounds-based combat.

Your little warrior wields his sword under your direct

command, swiping at the many roaming beasties and

boss-type

This might look like CG artwork - and it is! Bill it's also a scraenshot of th

lovely Shining Wisdom title screen. Hot jost a mock-up or anything.

effects earlier. Sure enough. Shining Wisdom isn't in

the league of Panzer Dragoon or Sega Rally when it

comes to feeding the eyes, but the sprites are all now

traced in 3D. the levels are equally solid-looking and -

shock horror - recognisable. The monsters are scary

There's even some scaling and rotation and stuff. It's

pretty nice looking for an isometric adventure game,

we'd have to say.

Infect, nice looking could be applied in several

terms, as Shining Wisdom is shaping uptobeoneof

thebestexamplesofthegenretohitaSega platform

We all know how ace the Shining Forces were, and

given the amount of time this latest installment has

been in production it should be cracking. Look out for a

full review and Showcase in our very next issue. We
can hardly wait to give you all our juicy info and opin-

-&>
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letters
Hello readers. It's your miserable SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE host here. I've had enough c

BAD GAMES ARE GOOD
DEAR SATURN MAGAZINE,

First of all let me congratulate you on your magazine and to keep up the good

work It has brightened things up a little for me as I am complaining about when I

went into the local games store and bought a Sega Saturn only to find out you need-

ed an RF cable separate. It took about 3-4 weeks before I got the cable and therefore

had some fun on the machine Of course I bought Victory Goal along with that and

after a couple of shots I was not impressed with it at all. The good thing is that there

seems to be 3 lot of bad games for the Saturn and also there is a few excellent

games such as Virtua Cop and Sega Rally. If all the games were as good as these two

then I wouldn't be able to afford the other games which is a good thing. Keep up the

good work and less of the bad work. Oh and by the way I've always respected Sega.

Bruce Shillinglaw, Galashiels, Scotland.

*_^, What a brilliant argument. You know, I really really like the fact that the

^^^ majority of programmes on the TV are absolute crap, because otherwise I'd

never leave the house - I'd just sit there like a zombie, staring at the screen.

Fortunately my license-fee funded choice is extremely limited, meaning I only watch

the goggle box for about ten minutes every week. Hoorah for the schedulers!

X VF2 180
DEAR SATURN MAG,

The day after VF: came out I
went to my Memory Manager screen and found

Virtua Fighter 2 XVFjiBo

But I've never played VF2 on my Saturn. I cleared it and played all mygai

put in all the cheats I know for VFi but it didn't come back. Do you know anything

about this, or has it happened to anyone else? 1 was also wondering if it's worth buy-

ing games from America after paying £25 for a con-

Andy, Hull, S. Humbs

j^^t Right, bet you used our demo disk, didn't^^ you? Basically, it's a bit of a by-product of

that. Even though Virtua Fighters 2 isn't playable it

leaves a bunch of back-up running code in your

memory. It isn't a weird Sega voodoo thing where

every Saturn in the world suddenly registers the

release of VF2, awakening like a Golem to pursue

the CD, So don't worry.

TOO DRUNK TO
REMEMBER

DEAR SATURN MAG,
Firstly I'd like to apologise for the rather pathetic

attempt at a threatening fax in the summer. Dunno

ifyou received it or not [We didn't - SSM]. I was too dn

after a HUGE party, so sorry about that. Blah blah, you

get to the paint

My options for Christmas [Oops, bit late - SSM| a

or a) A laser printer, new soundcard, connection to the

and I could probably get a couple of g;

not 'euHy enthusiastic about games, which should I get? I already have a bubble jet

printer. 16-BIT soundcard and a lot of games for my PC, and am only really getting

the Saturn for Daytona, VF3 and the video card.

By the way, is Sam single or not? If she is single ask her to reply in person to my

address. She's gorgeous, seeya Sam!!

Please please please please print this in your next edition 'cos after writing

about 15 times letters none have been printed.

PS What are my chances of you sending me a Saturn for nothing?

Seeya 'I I homies!

Adrian "Nuff Respect" Keen, Oxford.

jt£. Our advice is to get the stuff for the PC and leave us alone, with your blim-

~~^^
min' "Nuff respeckin'", already. PS You have none.

OH MY GOD - ALTERED BEAST!
DEAR SSM,

5mce buying my Megad rive with Altered Beast a few years ago I have been a dedicat-

ed Sega gamer. As time went by I got the urge for something more than 16-BIT

"Hello Mega-CD". Whoops, goodbye Mega-CD. Slightly annoyed at the lack of any

good titles on CD (except Thunderhawfc) I waited. "Hello 32X ". Er, let's wait and see...

er, no thanks. Another year long wait and here it is. "Hello Saturn". But wait, what's

the grey one everyone's talking about? 1 decided to test it out, hmmm, not bad. But

Sega are converting Sega Rally and VFi. Hmmm.
Thepoint is it was 50/50 between the Saturn and the other one until I pur-

chased issues 2 and j of SSM (sorry, I missed issue 1) and then got to play VF2 on the

Saturn. That was it, SOLD.

lam now the proud owner of a brand newSaturnandagreat game with a gun

- Virtua Cop.

Thanks very much for setting right all the speculation and hearsay about the

At last, I am completely satisfied with

andtt

game5cominginth

PS Regarding s

choice between CD

enearfu

ubscripti,

and non-

ture.

=ns willl get a

CD editions as it

Trigger Happy" Henry, Crouch Hill,

London

Thanks T, in fact w : wish more readers would

send letters like th is, becau se then we could

charge Sega comm
sell for them. Comi

the rent. Lie if you

1 on read

have to,

every Saturn we
ers, help us pay

we don't care.

Anyway, as a subsc

be sent a gift-enha

riberyoi 'II automatically

sionof 5ATURN

MAC for NO EXTRA COST. Which is why it

pays to subscribe. 1 n the UK
, at least.

Saturn with video can

m to the Internet and Windows '95,

well. In your opinion, considering I an

WHERE ARE THE NEW OLD GAMES?
DEAR SATURN MAG,
Your mag is simply the business, but £5 99 for the CD mag is a bit pushy, hey,

shave off one quid and make everybody happy!!

Where has all the imagination gone in games these days, suppose to be next



generation programmers, yen alright whatever

All of these zD fighting games stacks of

5Fz types, how about the old IK+. that was
three-player simultaneous ass-kicking may-

hem. Come on programmers update IK+ or

make a similar three-player game.

Let's see some imagination! I!

Myst, what can I say, brill, any idea on

dates for the sequel?

Hi-Octane great multi-player ideas,

shame about the graphics!!

Roll on next issue baby!!

Dave Hewitt, Hayle, Cornwall.

e have the ideas gone sh? I

an ancient and limited I K+ three-player g
and what do we get? Flipping six-player

Guardian Heroes! What is the world comi

to? Does no-one listen to the real gamers

etc etc.

imiiii^

WISE-ASS KID
DEAR SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE,
Ho ho ho! Santa and his little elves here. I've just been on my delivery to all the lit-

tle kiddies out there 3nd decided to test a little boy's Sega Saturn before he got it,
I

got home with the box and opened the package up and took the brand spanking

new all black Saturn out and went straight to my TV to set It up. Shock, terror

came over me as my TV didn't have a SCART socket. In the end I found myself scur-

rying around in my sack looking for an RF unit but hours later and still no RF unit I

gave up hope. Oh dearl What a shame that little boy will be disappointed if his TV
hasn't got a SCART socket. Planned that one well didn't you. con all the mummies
and daddies into buying a Saturn for their kids and if their TV hasn't got a SCART

socket then the mummies and daddies will have to cop out (let me check my book)

ah! £16.99, doesn't matter does it. it's only a few bob, I mean if they can pay £299
for a Saturn and one pad with no game then that will be alright won't it?

At least a warning on the packaging would help the old folks when they buy.

Saturn bought as a replacement for a Sega Megadrive (which comes com-

plete with an RF unitl).

Nice stunt you pulled but I think the stuntman's dead! Comment please??

Paul McCee [Obviously not Santa really - SSM], age 13. Albrighton, Nr

Wolverhampton.

j Vou'rea bit of a smart-arse for a 13-year old aren't you? Our comment is

follows -"We just write the magazine, mate. Much as you've got a poin

that the Saturn is SCART-com

bone of contention has been

:r-vociferous readership". So

and it might have been nice for Sega to point

patible only, don't take it out on us. Plus this I

chewed to death by the canine element of ou

there you go.

Streetfighter Alpha and Mortal Kombat 3

Ultimate. And what about Sega's own RPGs like

legend of Thor, Mystaria etc?

Maybe you guys could, as they say, pull some
strrngs? I'm sure that, when PAL releases offer the

same arcade quality as the original versions a lot

more games will be sold, which is a good thing for

everybody, right?

Oh and one last thing, if I were to subscribe

to your magazine would I still receive the free gift

with every issue (preview video, demo disk, post-

cards etc)? For the moment I can buy it at the

Virgin Megastore in Brussels [with everything on

it), but this means I have to travel over an hour to

get it. Oh, and thank you for printing my letter.

Chriitof Roeyaert, Moen, Belgium.

^^ Sega have pledged that every major forth-^^ coming PAL Saturn release from their sta-

ble will run full screen, full speed. Most other

developers are cottoning on to this practice, and

hopefully pretty soon this little blight will be eradicated from mankind's history

forever, leaving us free to frolic in a new gaming Utopia. Sadly though, as an over-

seas subscriber you'd miss out on all our free gifts, so you'll have to travel from Utopia

to Brussels to pick up Saturn mags with free stuff on them. But don't worry, we'll let

you know a month or so in advance if we've got anything really cool planned.

I'LL DO ANYTHING FOR WORMS
01 SSM!

Worms! Yes, that's right. Worms!
I have a small question about Worms; when is the

real release date, because in issue three of your glorious yet obviously misinformed

mag. it said that it would be released in December. So, fool that I was! pranced about

like a prat to eight different shops that sold Saturn games only to find that Worms
could only be bought on the PlayStation and PC CD ROM format. Now. I love Worms,
especially after

I had a go on it on my mate's PlayStation and he had great trouble in

getting me to leave.

I will do anything to get Worms, even if that means selling my Saturn and buy-

ing a PlayStation which, funnily enough, would make me stop buying your mag and

start sending you hate mail for telling lies.

incidentally, have you seen the new Saturn advert lately no? Vou'rj have thought

Sega would have advertised Virtua Fighter 2 or Sega Rally. Anyway, expect a letter next

month of either happiness or hate, it's up to you. Pressure! Pressure! Pressure! Ha! Ha!

A.Hunter, Clengormly, N.Ireland.

^f* Ves. It is coming out. Honest. It'll be out soon. In fact, it should be out be the

time you read this. So you should sort your attitude problem out, sonny. Next
time you accuse us of lying we'll be round your house with a contingent of cyber-nin-

LOVE YO
FULL SCREEN FOR BELGIUM!

DEAR SATURN MAG,
First of all, I'd like to say that your mag is brilliant- in fact it's almost as fun to read

it than it is to play a Saturn game. (I must admit. I wasn't too hot on Sega games
in the past (I used to be a Nintendo freak), but ever since the Saturn came out, I've

been hooked on it likeSuperglue. Needless to say that I rate the console very high-

ly... except for the PAL version, that is. Why? I'll tell your 50Hz and black borders! As

far as I know Europeans versions have always suffered from these problems, mak-
ing them not only less attractive graphically, but also a lot slower. Now, this isn't

too big a problem with platform games (like Bug!), but it is a disaster for fighting

or racing games. Sega have resolved the problem partially by releasing Virtua

Fighter Remix, Panzer Dragoon, Victory Coal... in full screen However. Bug!,

Daytona and Shinobi are all suffering from the notorious "50Hz syndrome". In

issue 2 you stated that both Virtua Fighter 1 and Sega Rally will be reconfigured to

run full screen and at full speed. This, of course, is wonderful news. What 1 want to

know however, is whether other developers than Sega will adopt a similar formula

(like Rayman from UbiSoft). I'm particularly looking forward to X-Men.

DEAR SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE
Since being the proud owner of a Sega Saturn, I've been in a dilemma over which

magazine to subscribe ta the favourites beingyour very own SATURN MAG or the

Sega Power mag. Having read them both for the past three issues
I have made my

decision.

Most important is the conte

full of facts and comes with a sen

than fact and has a sense of hum

Secondly the presentation. While SATURN MAG is presented 'Perfect Bound
with 100 pages of absolute glory, Sega power is presented with the cheaper

'Saddle 5titch' and has a mere 84 pages, of which the adverts are about them

s of any magazine. SATURN MAG is well wril

of humour. Sega Power contains more rubb

ir which comes across as being stupid and m

Alan Kocbe, Leicester.

called by the magic words "Sega Saturn" of cc

J>^> Well, that's that settled then



"Hmmm. Good question my boy, and one

which poses propositions that seem to transcend the traditional

didactic approach to such a dilemma Let's put it together.

Metaphysically, we are talking about the universe's essential polarity,

maintained by an incomprehensible order that can be summed up

as the inherent logic in chaotic density. Are you following? After a

few more journeys into simple arithmetic I think I can answer your

question young scamp, and it is this: that Sonic would probably win

if they had a fight..." If you wish to take issue with the professor's

conclusion, write to BEARDED Q&A, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE,

PRIORY COURT, 30-32 FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON, EC1R 3AU.

ANSWERS AND QUICK!
Dear SSM

I need some answers and quick, so could you please

answer the following questions Thanks.

i. Have Sega any plans for a Sega Rally 2?

j. When will Virtua Fighter 3 make it to the Saturn?

3. If you have seen Tekken 2, would you say it was

better than VF2?

4. When will the Saturn Internet Pack come out and

how much will it cost!

5. When will Fighting Vipers reach its way to the

Saturn?

6. When does Virtua Cop 2 come out and will it have

a gun/game pack?

Lee Early, Brighouse.

rt year (that's 1997)

3: No. 4: No fined details at the moment, but there's

more information in this month's news section. 5:

Around October. 6 Before Christmas.

MY FIRST TIME
arSSM

This is the first time 1 have written to you so can you

answer these questions for me because it will help

me in choosing a new game.

1. In issue 3 of the mag you put in a Virtua

Fighter 2 players guide I thought this was excellent

but what do P, D and < stand for and what are those

numbers in brackets?

2. Can you put these games in order from best

to worst Worms, Sega Bally, Virtua Cop, Virtua

Fighter ;, Mystaria. Cyberia, True Pinball.

3. in Sega Rally are there only two cars to

choose from?

4. Will Guardian Heroes be translated into

English?

it on the

<*,
P is punch, D is defend. «

ofdar

you Inflict upon you' opponent. 11 No, sorry, we dor

that. 3 No there's a secret car, and to access it, ronsi

Sega Saturn Magazine issue H4. 4; Yep, Guardian H

is being translated at the moment and should be in

shops by around easier time. 5: Yep, and it's the

SUICIDE FACT
Dear Saturn Mag
Please can you answer my questions or I may kill

myself!

1. Is the Sega Arcade Racer steering wheel

worth getting?

2. Will there be any pedals coming out for

Saturn racing games?

3. When you next make a demo CD please could

you put a playable demo of Worms on it.

4. Is the arcade game Virtua Striker coming out

on the Saturn? If so. when?

5. Will there be any football management

games coming out on the Saturn?

6. Will there be anything coming out on the

Saturn to make it more powerful, like an upgrade for

PS. Great mag!

AndyChilds, Cheltenhan

^j, II If you're planning on playing a lot of racing

~3iv^ games, then it certainly Is. 2: No. 3: Absolutely

not. 4: It might do, but there's been no word from Sega

yet. 5: let's hope not - actually there is one being devel-

oped In Japan at the moment. 6: it doesn't need one yet.

ME 'OLE MATE
Dear Sega Saturn Magailne

Congratulations on the release of your magazine, it's

bloody brilliant. Could you be a mate and answer me

I have purchased a Saturn and I have heard

from your mag, naturally, that 98% of PlayStation

games are coming to the Saturn . So. please tell me
when these games 1 list below are going to be

released or if they are going to be released They are.

Loaded, Ultimate Doom, Resident Evil, Syndicate

Wars, Tekken ii

Please print my letter because I've never had

one answered before and it could even cure me from

my mental depression, so my life is in your hands.

Justin Hildet. Wembley. London.

jr Loaded and Ultimate Doom will definitely be out
" a^7

on the Saturn within a few months, although

there's no official word regarding the other titles. You'll

just have to wait and see.

SABOTAGE!
Dear Big Time Saturn Mag
Please could you answer my questions or ill sabo-

tage next months batch!

1 Are Scavenger using the Sega graphics library

to develop Scorcher and Amok?

2. Do you think Time Warner should have made a

textured and light-sourced version of Virtua Racing?

3. What is the average megabyte count for games

such as Daytona and Virtua Fighter 2?

4. When are Darkstalkers 2, Toh Shin Den and

Streetfighter Alpha coming out?

5. Apart from Virtua Cop 2. what other games that

you know of will be compatible with the Virtua gun?

6. Which design applications do AM3 and AM2
and Capcom use to develop their games?

7 Mow that the Saturn is out and a ne

games have arisen, when will you continue

away free posters?

PS. Your cover CO in issue 3 has left rr

^J, 1 Don't know, although they probably are, as
""^^ they work very closely with Sega. 2 Yes. 3: Don't

know, sorry. 41 They will be out within the next couple

of months. 5 None, as yet. 6 None that they would tell

any of us lot, sorry. 7 We're not really going to do any

posters, unless they're really top qual itythat Is.

GO GETTER
Dear SSM
Inquiries are what I have and answers are what I

want. Let's get down to businessl

1. What's the best portable television to get

with my Saturn? I want something with a start

2. Are Sega going to release a new video tard

to go with the better class of CD films being pro-

3. What's going on with the mouse for the

5aturn? Will there be any games it can be used for?

Can we expect a painting package of some kind?

4. 1 hate the joypads that come with the

Saturn. Are there any better ones out there and

where would I go to get one?

jv 11 A portable TV with a

~30^ means it will be of pretty high quality anyway.

announced anything yet. 3: We don't even know

^ 35SA SATURN





UGH TO ACTUALLY
JPLE OF TIMES ALREADY ON THE SATURN

THOUGH- AND SELLING THE MACHINE BY THE
BUCKETLOAD. AND IF THERE WAS ONE GAME THAT SOLD PLAYSTATION ON LAUNCH IT

.UNFORTUNATELY, THERE
WAS NOTHING QUITE SO FASHIONABLE ON THE SATURN AT THE TIME, SO FOR A WHILE
AT LEAST, OVER SEGA.

. YOU SEE, IN JUST ONE MONTH'S TIME, THE PLAYSTATION'S MOST
(RATED TITLE .AND, TO SEE HOW IT'S GOING
*PEUP, TAKES IT FOR A TEST RUN.

SEE THE FUTURE!
But, if you don't own a PlaysUt

waving the game around in you.
' "asically. it's a high speed futuristic i

one of the six available tracks. E*

DRIVE LIKE THE WIND!
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TOOL UP!
With WipEout being more of a fantasy racer, there's no real rules of how to

conduct yourself when racing. This is obviously the reason why so many
weapons have been incorporated into the game. They're are used to blow

your opponent into kingdom come and come in a variety of guises. And here

they are...

MINES
These can be laid down in series of five and they cause a fairly drastic slow-

down to your opponent and are best laid are the start of jumps so that youi

opponent is less likely to notice them.

SHOCKWAVE

SHIELD

Well, it's your standard shield, as it happens. Does

good shield should, and also allows you to pick up weapons

e covered. Vou c;

worn off though.

TUBBO SPEED

e them until the shield

Gives you an extra speed boost which is most useful if

you're either lagging behind, or an opponent has laid s

particularly heavy assault on you. Be careful whi

though, or you could end upas roadkill.

ROCKET
The rocket is an extremely useful weapon, but unfortu

nately has no targetting control, so you'll have to be a

HEAT SEEKING MISSILE

This is probably the easiest weapon to use as it has a lock-on device which

means it's almost idiot proof. You do lose a bit of speed when you launch

but it's a deadly weapon, unless counteracted by the shield.

Of course, you'll need a team to race around these tracks, and luckily, thei

more than one choice. In fact, there's five in all, and here's a quick rundoi

of the choices on offer...

^W' SEGA SATURN





When Wipeout

the Playstation, nooneevi

juld appear on the Saturn too. This was

because the game creators' Psygnosis were actu

ally affiliated to Sony and initially this meant th;

they would only be producing games for Sony's

Playstation. In fact, no one believed us when we i

story announcing the arrival of Wipeout on the Saturn. At the

time, Psygnosis were thought to be just too close to Sony

consider publishing on another format, but within a few months of

al of the Playstation version, a finished PC version appeared.

Admittedly, this was a pretty disappointing conversion of the game, but

ertheless, it proved that Psygnosis were open to publishing on other formats.

Then two months after that, information was leaked regarding an almost

plete Saturn conversion -and a good one at thatl This came as a surprise to

everyone, including SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, as wethought that Sony

juld probably bung Psygnosis a load of cash to keep them Playstation only,

is that Psygnosis are determined to publish most of their previously

Playstation-only titles on the Saturn. Which, obviously, is good news for you...

TAKE THE TASTE TEST!
However, it remains true, that initially, WipEout

Playstation-only game. This means that the

e and adjust certain feat

maybe weren't working quite so well on the Satur

jsly difficult machine to prograi

although Psygnosis have done an excellent job in bi

n to the Saturi

exactly the same as the two machines are essentially different, but on first look

you'd never be able to tell the difference between the two. All of the tracks,

gameplay and little extras are included from the original, and in fact, the only

thing missing is a couple of music tracks from Sony's own music label.

,s programmed as a

mming team had to take

s of the title that

>. The Saturn

almost perfect

;r going

There's more to WipEout

than great gameplay and

impressive graphic*

it's techno-friendly music and club-

ilmost an attempt to

from the traditionally nerdy video

game into something that appeals t

able young things more than ever before. And in

waysthiswasdoneon purpose. After al

Psygnosis did employ trendy design agency The Designer's

Republic to create all the on-screen icons and information.

They're more used to designing album covers for Pop w
Itself and The Shamen than creating graphics for spotty young oiks playing cc

puter games, but they've definitely brought their distinctive style to the game,

brightening up the proceedings no end. In fact, initially, the agency was only

brought in to create the icons, but everyone at the Designer's Republic was so

impressed with the game that they decided to do all of the other on-screen

options for Psygnosis too!

HANDBRAKE TURNS!
There's two different classes to enter into in WipEout -the Venom, or idiot, class,

and the Rapier class. The former is the standard class which can be accessed at

the beginning of the game and is played at standard (still pretty fast though)

speed. The latter can only be accessed after completing all of the tracks in Venom
mode in either first, second or third place. Rapier mode is around 50% faster than

Venom mode and as a result, provides you with a complete new game to master.

And unless you're absolutely expert at the game, you won't stand a chance!

' SEGA SATURN
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I YOU WILL SUCCEED!
i succeeding in WipEo

e yourself with all oftl ners and ramps, then you're

caliy, if you can't h

i any of the others, as they only get

TRACK 1: ALTMA V11

LOCATION: CANADA

LENGTH: 5.5KM

HEIGHT: 359M

SURFACE: F36Q0 RACING STANDARD

fc

ISIS ;&«§§«
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DRIVE AROUND THE COSMOS!

B „ tracks of all, ;

plenty of hairpin comers and a
iii 1 1 Vii'ii iBe

ARRIDOSIV

LOCATION: USA

LENGTH: 6.04KM

HEIGHT: 245M

SURFACE: BLASTED SANDSTONE



SHOWCASED
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There's still no final word regarding the exact

release date of WipEout, but the game stands

around 8o% complete at the moment. So, all

being well, you can expect to see it in the shops

by Mid March, which also means that we'll be

bringing you a review of the game next month,

followed by a full player's guide revealing all of

the secrets WipEout holds. So there you have itl
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SHOWCASED

In June, the atmosphere in England, from the tini-

est hamlet to the sprawling metropolis, will be

f one devoted to the trials and triumphs of the

national football team. Scotland will be no dif-

ferent either. ROB BRIGHT swings his rattle for

Euro '96 and dreams of an escape to victory!

A FOG THROUGH THI EMPTY TERRACE STRUTS, FACTORY

CHIMNEYS CUT MONOLITHIC SHADOWS OVER THI ROOF TOP*, SPUMING SMOKE

I sky. High nisi flat*, forsake n by a future

ii to p*h, intomrid thi brittle souls of a thousand

Dreams washed along thi gutters, despair frothed

ifuii of thi oily wit pavement... but there wm
iav in thi week whin this wasteland would him to

, its soporific hah. doors would open and families

would emerge. rid ano white (carves wrapped arout their excited

faces. and thiv would max [ their wav along thi same crowdid route.

a hotdog, or a pint, or to buy a programme. ano at

about a quarter to thru thi sound of voices, a hugi congregation of

melodic unison and challenge thi futility of it

all. and thi echo of those voices would find its wav down every road

and every street, reminding those still at homf that we ari here, that life

NOTHING ELSE, AT LEAST WI HAVE FOOTBALL! AHHHH...

Ok, so it's a tut rosy, a bit romantic, and maybe it is just 22 people kicking an

inflated pigs bladder around a patch of grass, but it's a Iso the most

popular sport on planet Earth which is justification enough for a spot

of purple prose.

Things at Saturn F.C.however have been decidedly less grandiose.

Victory Goal was frankly closer to an own goal, and with the match in

shambles it took a desperate equaliser from FIFA '96 to redress the bal-

the cards in the shape of the sensational

Euro '96. The astute among you will recognise this as the PC and

PlayStation title known as Actua Soccer. However, it's arrival oh the

Saturn heralds some considerable changes, least of which is its sug-

With Euro '96 taking place in England this June, the developers at

Sega have created what is essentially Actua Soccer 2. Instead of field-

ing it as an indiscriminate affair between international sides. Euro '96

will stick very closely to this summers cup competition. This means

that all the respective groups are in there and that the sides themselves will largely

match their present status. Even extra commentary has been added by Barry Davies,

picking up on issues that are particularly relevant to the competition.

Actua Soccer was created by Gremlin and wowed people with its stunning

graphics and animation coupled with its instant payability. It uses larger sprites than

FIFA '96 and early impressions suggest it plays faster too. While there's nothing espe-

cially innovative in thegameplay, it's the attention to detail that has provided Actua

with a reputation as the best football sim to date. With Euro 'g6s arrival on the

Saturn, this reputation is likely to be further enhanced with improvements inanima-

tion and game logic, as well as some extras thrown in to celebrate this illustrious cup

competition.

<^» SEGA SATURN 45
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MOTSON OR DAVIES?
Motson or Davies? The ardent football fan has a favourite. Let's look ,

their credentials. John Motson has a near encylopedic knowledge of

football, but his obvious bias towards Liverpool proves irritating in th

extreme Barry Davies. a lot cooler, is the moral backbone of football,

recognising its more profound roots. Of course, this is pub wisdom
speaking, but if I'm asked to choose between the two, Davies is the

man. Likewise with the commentary in Euro '96. Davies' approach is

more sedate and sparse and as a result more effective than Motson's
FIFA '96. He might throw in the odd jape at a players expense or get ;

fired up when the action moves into the 18 yard box, bu

that sad manic quality that Motson seems to adopt. Wl
keeping with the continental feel of Euro '96, Sega hav<

the commentary of Germany. France and Spain's great c

so, if you want, you can listen to the action latino style!

MARK 'IM UP!
triangle beneathWhen one of your players comes into possession of the t

his feet marks him out and points out the direction hew
Nothing particularly unusual about that admittedly. But in Euro '96 .you'll

want to keep an eye on that marker for other reasons When the triangle

starts to flash it means you're in shooting range. But the marker also changes

shape, and each shape denotes an opportunity. Players with a circle beneath

them mean they are ready to accept a pass. If it changes to a square, this

that players are in position for you to cross the ball into the box. If all

s well a player might try a volley from the cross If the shape changes to a

you have to act fast because it means a chances

ing flash like a back heel or shimmy, or

)t came at the the end of England's victory in

the 1966 World Cup seems to have rung true. As far as major sporting events

are concerned, it's been all over for the last 30 years. Mow, at last, a major

sporting event has finally found its way to these shores. Euro '96 takes place

in June and has a reputation for being the most important football event out-

side the World Cup After the qualifying groups have been decided, the top 16

international European sides battle it out for the coveted trophy.

As hosts, England didn't have to qualify, which is a bit of a relief consid-

er! ng the shambles the side has been in over the past couple of years. Playing

at Wembley, England are in a qualifying group with Holland, Scotland and

Switzerland. The other three groups are headed by Denmark the cup holders,

those super-efficient stalwarts the Germans, and the flamboyant, if tempera-

mental. Spanish. The top two teams from each qualifying group

go on to the quarter finals where it becomes a knockout

h the re is of ole'Tel's

his position as England coach immediately following the

European Cup, should we see this as his managerial swar

song? Oris it an attempt to absolve himself of the blame

for a team of dead ducks? Only those magic 90 minutes have

here's a list of the league ti'^'-S
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J'ADORELE FOOTBALL!
Is football an art form? Well, no, not really. It's a sport. But it does have

poetic moments and Euro '96 ensures they're in there octet,

plet. Because of the excellent motion capture techniques that have been used

to reproduce a players movements authentically, you can see those volleys,

diving headers and bicycle kicks in all their awe inspiring glory. Chris Woods

and Andy Sinton were used to create the realistic animation and just how

effective this has been is seen in even the tiniest details like the swivel in a

players arms and legs when he shoots with the outside of the foot, or how he

digs his toes in for a chip, t'sjust a shame ney d dn't get :an Wright in there
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light, demonstrates his spinning kick.
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Suckers these days are all

comingfrom the pocket ya
know? What happened to
the loble art of beating the

crap out ofsomeone with

your fists eh? Or doingthem
with a swift boot to thejaw?
With the arrival of Street

Fighter Alpha, ROB BRIGHT

parties for his right to fight
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_ .11 the coffeel The days of

»

Street Fighter II a

Fighter 2. But listen up nostalgia junkies, true legends 1

die! They might go through an horrific metamorphosis 1

"
1
— Street Fighter: The Movie for example— ""

Minogue double act or a Blanka that looks li

With Capcom back in the driving seat, the latest St

':, Street Fighter Alpha, looks set to bring

11 ii ii< hi 1
1 ii

iiiiU'ilii '11
1

5552s
*»

, something

.....,ea variety of upgrades

There was Street Fighter

t Fighter Turbo and

«?*&*, > integrity. Cashing in on
:

.although it's fair to
''

' bring ii
~
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> Baltog old chum! In their place comes a mixture of the old and the new.

From the original Street Fighter game, Birdie and Adon make a comeback,

along with two renegades — Sodom and Guy — from that other Capcom
classic, Final Fight, There are also two all-new characters in the shape of

Nash and Rose, both of which display more than a passing resemblance to

famous Street Fighter II stars, Guile and Chun Li.

What these changes mean in short, is that there are now four new char-

acters and four new fighting styles to master and oppose. The revamp does-

n't stop there however. You'll notice from the screenshots the bar running

along the bottom of the screen beneath each character. This is a power bar,

and when it's sufficiently charged up you can unleash a super power move
on your opponent and sit and gloat while it takes devastating effect. There

are three levels of power to make use of, and when you reach full power on

level three, a super move using all three punch or kick buttons will leave any

opponent reeling. There's also the super move finish which consolidates an

opponents humiliation by slowing down the fatal blow and sending the

screen up in a lightning explosion! Ahhh, happy days are here again!

NOW CLASS, I'D LIKE YOU TO MEET
Coma on now, don't be ihyl We're not going to bit* you! Instead we're

going to punch you vary hard In the face or maybe break your legs with a

sliding kick to the shins! Coma on people, stand up straight, don't dltly

dally! Vou tharal Vou, tha brick-privy with the ridiculous Mohlcanl Introduce

younelf!

BIRDIE: vou know that infamous psychopath that always used to loaf about

theedgesofthe playground smoking crack? Well, this is his dad' Carrying

with him a handy chain, Birdie takes his fighting style from favourite pubs

like The Beer and Spillage. When he's all charged

up, he pulls off an aristocratic head-butt. He also

grabs opponents with his chain and swings them
around for a while. Just for fun you understand!

ADON: This nimble chap has no fireballs or sonic

booms to boast of. Instead he uses hand to hand,

or rather, leg to leg combat, employing his kick-

boxing skills to full effect. He can leap huge dis-

tances to execute a flying kick and of all the char-

he probably has the most lethal range of

combinations. This is made all the more powerful

by the fact that his super moves are combinations

as well. So don't make any jokes about his cheesy

SODOM: And indeed he does, sod 'em that is,

Sodom is one of the defectors from Final fight in

which he played the part of a particularly nasty

boss. He hasn't mellowed either, His weapons - a

sai carried in each hand - are used for stabbing and

If that gets a little boring for

m he's likely to execute the odd throw or drag

lis opponent along the ground for maximum
chaffing effect.

. GUY: Despite the name, Guy doesn't own a

chain of health food stores or run a hair salon.

i. not as far as we know. Rather, he wan-

ders about practising his psuedo-ninja

techniques on any willing victim. He's

very fast and agile and his gymnast!

expertise enables him to somasai

into throws! His super attacks see

lim perform a multi-hit combo and

uniquely majestic aerial attack.

)on't mention ballet dancing to

NASH: Nash is one of the fresh

faces in Street Fighter Alpha. He
sports a large blonde quiff and a

pair of geeky specs, but there'll

be no flushing his head down
the toilet. Those ready to gripe

about Guile's departure, gripe no

because Nash is in fact remarkably

milarto him using both sonic booms
and flash kicks as his special moves,

ROSE: Another new face, Rose shares

of Chun Li's characteristics, main-

ly in the speed and agility department.

She is bigger built than Chun Li though

nd has a few cunning moves up her

One of them is the ability to reflect projectile attacks

ting her very handy if you're facing someone who does

nothing but send fireballs your way. She also flicks

opponents with her chiffon blouse and throws the

odd fireball.
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GOSH, IT'S GREAT TO WORK ON SATURN MAG.

, AND NOW WE'VE BEEN TREATED TO A MORE COMPLETE
VERSION OF THE GAME FEATURING THAN ANYONE ELSE HAS
SEEN AND JUST BECAUSE WE LIKE YOU, AND WE GET PAID TO DO
THIS SORT OF THING, WE'RE GOING TO GIVE YOU A QUICK TOUR AROUND THE ALL-

NEW BEAUTEOUS ENVIRONMENTS OF THIS SERPENT'S TALE.

Stage one
is the stage everyone's seen so far. Your baby dragon kicks off the

e with only stubby vestigial folded-away wings. Much like Orville the

I Duck, the desire to fly is present although the ability is not. This makes it

slightly tougher to avoid and destroy the enemy gun turrets perched atop

the peaks and buttesof the terrain, but it does give scope for scimeamus-

wboy-like shoot-outs with similarly mounted foes. Halfway through

I the stage your pair reach a cliff edge and, depending upon your choice of

n, draggy spouts wings for either a short glide to the valley below

a long-haul flight of doom through the airship fleets of the enemy.

^r
t-v

J3£-

I Fly dragon, fly right up to the sky! Ton can! You can! And whilst you're up then

I take on the equally lofty hordes of the demon enemy.

>
Stage two
Whoever these terrifying invaders are, they're certainly tooled up well

enough. Their air force is definitely something to be reckoned with, as is

demonstrated in this stage. It's high altitude action all the way as you

and draggy breeze your way through battalions of sailing aircraft.

Although destroying the enemy is like shooting really really big fish in a

small barrel about the size of a household bucket this stretch of the mis-

sion is made much harder by the sheer volume of unfriendly fire blasting

all around you, More a case of avoiding as much damage as possible as

opposed to inflicting as much damage as possible, you'll have a hard

time achieving the coveted 100% strike rate as you snort and whinny lil

some kind of flying eel through the barrages.
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•*§** Stage three

w

re eerie and atmospheric level, Stage three is set in the thick of a

:al forest. Strangely enough, this means you're surrounded by trees,

i provide excellent cover for your foes. The tricky lighting means

e got to keep an eye on the radar to track each threat properly, and

arsh woodland throws in as many navigational hazards as it har-

bours aggressors. But this is also one of the most beautiful Panzer

stages going. The graphics are absolutely lovely, enhanced by

groovy effects such as the shafts of weak sunlight filtering

rough the gaps in the leaf canopy. More of a work of

art than a video game. Although perhaps that's a

' load of rubbish.

4%~

s is one of the prettiest Panzer levels

r. The lighting is gorgaous

Stage four
Flying a dragon has one real advantage. Making you look really cool

when you scream into the pub car park. And actually there's a second

advantage - total mobility. Until you reach stage four, sadly, which takes

place in a dark and damp tunnel not unlike the one linking the UK and

France. But without any trains. Or duty free at either end. And, luckily,

you're not going to get caught up in a Passport Control sub-game either.

In fact, it's just more blasting. But the confines of the tunnel mean you

don't have half so much room to manoeuvre as you'll by now be used to.

Obviously this makes it easier for those not on your side to take a good

shot at you, so try to take them out as early as you can to prevent their

fire from filling your vision (and then killing you).

& -»2
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All waterways In Thar run, Ike lots of water

In real life, following a current. The drag of

thli current makes it harder to control Thor

(obviously), and can lead to some tricky

scrapes in combat at you try to potftlon

your plucky Arab only to have hltn washed

away by itream. Run through the eau to 9
avoid the worst tidal eicesses.
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The story of the Story of Th was best

described by Madness in their 1980 hit

with the words "Baggy

trousers, great big sword/
Adventuring around a strange fantasy
environment invaded by an evil

marauding horde",

adventures...

AND NOW A WORD FROM SATURN MAG

fiist outing, was released t
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fully allied, .lie you re.idy for the main mission. Bui. because it's .in RPG with "jjfc *J&4^
a big map you're Free to explore any time, it is possible (like in the firs! game) m^JJi*
to get into the action with only a palliy couple of elemental instead of the WtlM

'
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then you'll die.
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ity of thi'fc......
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> be seen. Rest assured we'll bring you full
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Hard thor

£335
*J" everyone likes ynu and ynn can ro back lo

J* fighting nionslm wilhnul receiving any

Sjtf 1 "SS

Thor isn't just the Protector of Arabia because he's friendly with a couple

of fairies. In fact, despite his hair, he's quite tough. Especially with his

sword. For unlike other RPG characters, Thor studied at the Streetflghter

School for the Arabian Martial Arts, where he learned the ancient lexico

of Special Moves. But he's a forgetful one is our Thor, and sometimes he

needs to consult the carven obelisks littered around the game for tips o

how to perform them. Some obelisks (with the acest tips written on

them) are hidden away in tricky secret areas, and they're well worth

seeking out. But for you, the prospective player, here's a quick rundown

of Thor'sstapli

STAB: Press the attack button quickly and Thor jabs his sword out.

Doesn't do lots of damage, but you can quickly repeat the process.

SLASH: Keep the attack button held momentarily before release for this

more potent swipe, which decks most opponents, but doesn't kill many.

JUMPING KICK: Airborne enemies, and tall ones, and ones climbing walls,

id some other ones, are particularly vulnerable to this quite weak attack.

in towards your enemy with a double-direction-press and attack. You'll

in your foe straight through for multiple hits, ending in a harsh slash,

SOMEBSAUUHACIl: Pull off a kind of Sonic Boom movement for this action.

Good for avoiding attack whilst causing serious damage, but hard to

lake it connect.

SMITE: Whirl the joypad in a circle and hit the fire button and Thor

exhibits the most powerful attack in his arsenal, spinning his sword

around in an arc and decking anything in its path. Causes fair damage
(although not loads), but very useful for getting out of a corner.

5 S cP^ SEGA SATURN
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r super-type. Once you've beaten all the ot'

i you're declared Monarch of Peac

action the success or failure of your character in combat Is mostly

by your aptitude with handling their r

n't like ordinary beat 'em ups. i

-*'--
1 potential. Nowhere is this

and X-Men is the first title to be given the benefit. (

SOUNDS X-TASTIC!

a big part of th

ilan) the backgr

eptible to being totally demolished by lib-

illy than horizontally, and it's possible to

smashing through

the stage you're on. Whilst

special moves, until you both land. This t

utilised by the Super Jump func

good about the superjump is th

really swish but is in fact quite plain. Once

your character has jumped into the air, quite a

height usually given your special mul

it powers, it's possible to tap Up on the D-pad

and jump again in midair! C"

._.„.. :s. This is particularly useful for

dodging projectile attacks, or surprising a foe

' amongst you may

references to pro -

a projectile attack whilst falling at different speeds? Why use a

..,a

his little feature revolutionises the use of long-range

n fighting games. Simply put it allows your character to fire their

in any of three directions. The basic D-pad

straight ahead as usual. And, i

direction whilst jumping. That

I diagonally up or down, or *m*m
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DEFEAT THE OBJECT!
Another hidden bonus in X-Men: Children of the Atom is to completely

destroy the purpose of the game and play as Streetfighter character Akuma

Long! Yes, why play as a superhero in this superhero-based beat 'em up when

you can control a normal martial arts character from a different game? Why
did you buy X-Men, exactly? Anyway, if you've got no imagination and want

to control Akuma instead of the characters which the very branding of the

game would intimate you like, we'll tell you how. Because we're nice like

that. PS - Beware, there's no character portrait for Akuma, so you might not

realise the cheat's worked.

If you're playing as player one in VS mode:

Move the cursor to Spiral, wait three seconds, then move around in this

order: Silver Samurai, Psylocke. Colossus, Iceman, Colossus, Cyclops,

Wolverine, Omega Red, stop on Silver Samurai. Wait another three seconds,

then press A, Z and C together.

If you're player two in VS mode:

Move the cursor to Storm, wait three seconds then move around in this

order: Cyclops, Colossus, Iceman, Sentinel, Omega Red, Wolverine, Psylocke,

Silver Samurai, finish on Spiral. Wait another three seconds then press A, 1

and C simultaneously.
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Well done for putting this nonentity into the

game, Capcom. Omega Red might be scary and

hard, with his extendible tentacles and a

toughness, but no-one cares a fig who he is.

Anyway, Omega Red is a cybernetic experiment

bloke with flailing tentacle arms which allow

him to throw and electrocute his enemies. He's

absolutely rock, and well worth getting to grips

with (ho ho).

SpiraL
Another character with more than their fair

share of arms is Spiral (who has six, not counting

legs). Spiral's got some good moves, even though

some of them look really stupid (like the punch

where she folds herself into a giant fist). The

Dancing Swords move (consisting of six floating

swords jiggering about) is top for confusing and

maiming human opponents, although the com-

puter usually sees through it.

Silver samurai
He's big, he's hard, his sword can cut through

lard, that's the Silver Samurai. Like Spiral and

Omega Red, SS is a sworn enemy of

Wolverine's. Not that this makes much differ-

ence to the game. He still just wants to kill

everyone. And he has every chance, thanks to a

whacking great sword, surprising manoeuvra-

bility and lots of nasty projectile moves (energy

shurlkens, if you're interested).

Sentinel

.

The biggest meanest robot you've ever laid you

filthy eyes on. Developed by Whatsisname

Gingrich to smite the mutant menace, these arf

self-programming androids with lots of big gun

rockets, mini-sentinel drones and other hideous

mutant-control devices. And it can fly! Lawksl

Rock hard to beat, especially when under the

control of the computer. Use low attacks. It's

your only hope.
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CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE
Guardian Heroes differs from most action games in that your progress is

heavily plot- centric. Usually it doesn't really matter what you do in

game, the idea is to reach, confront and destroy the very final boss. But

Guardian Heroes allows the player to decide which adventuring road

their characters travel. At the end of each stage you're presented with a

number of follow-up options, each of which heralds a new twist in the

story. You can quest for magic weapons, aid a peasant revolt, or fight a

big plant monster. And each of the possible final stages has its own end-

ing. So you've got to complete the game at least six times to see every-

thing. Hooray for such longevity-extending foresight.

iMfeJ?* 1;*&#""

T

NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
Although you'd never accuse Guardian Heroes of being an RPG, the beat

'em up purist that you are, it does borrow certain elements from the pop-

ular adventuring format. Chief amongst these is the experience system

which improves the performance of your character. Each enemy slain

adds experience to your total, and once you've amounted enough points

your character scoots up a level (indicated by an on-screen Level Up
flash). At the end of each game level your character's energy bar is

beefed up according to your new level, and you're given the chance to

boost characteristics such as strength, magical ability and so on, with

one Status Point awarded per new level gained. What a fab idea.

ri

AND IT'S IN ENGLISH TOO!
Obviously one of the best things about the new English version is its

lovely new English text. This means the story will soon be legible to

those of us not blessed with Oriental language skillology. And, in fact, so

will all the stats and other bits of writing. The translation is currently

being undertaken by a team of crack elite language specialists -like the

SAS of the intercultural communications world -and should be almost

complete by the time you read this.

CHOOSE YOUR RABBIT
We've already told you about the six-player battle mode. But we haven't

told you about the characters available for your fighting delectation.

Well, bub, get yer laughing gear around this - every character in the

Story Mode is player selectable, once you've completed the game enough
times and defeated everyone to access the hidden boxes. That means
there's a choice of FORTY-FIVE possible protagonists. Some of them, like

Elderly Citizen, are crap. Others, such as Mythical Winged Mumm-Ra of

Compton, are exceptionally rock hard.

W

CITIZEN CANED
Oh Guardian Heroes may look jolly and bright and cartoon-esque and

warm-hearted, but it has its dark side. As well as the usual round of

horn-ed beasts, undead and demon knights wandering around the show,

the GH environment is also populated by innocent villagers and regular

citizens. Not very evil sounding, admittedly, but these feeble non-heroes

are especially vulnerable to a chop in the neck from a sword. And should

i, supposed protector of the good, whack too many of the defenceless

1're branded a villain and, if you complete the game, you receive one

of the Dark Endings on offer. Ooh, you scary beast.
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OLO DUFFER'S

OLD DUFFER:

the reviews index people have employed an advertising agency to create a television advert to promote their page. This is how it goes

yr wanders from shop to shop in weary fashion. Cue Yellow Pages' musicj

Excuse me, I don't suppose you havea game called X-Men by Capcom do you?

Mo. Bugger off you old git (kicks OLD DUFFER}

* home}

IsympatheticallyHo luck dad? Dont worry. Ihands him aphone booklHere, try Saturn Mag's review index.

...cpfawe/ls that the review index? Ah hello! Do you by any chance knew of a game called X-Men by Capcom? You do?! Oh

70? Excellent Ahh yes. my name isJ.R. Capcom. iCue ironic flourish to the musicl

BAKU BAKU

NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB '96

HANG ON

TITAN WARS [A
Sis-"
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It seems Capcom have exceeded all

expectations of excellence with their lat-

est license. It's better than you'd ever / +
believe. Honestly. X-Men is like getting hit

by a massive train locomotive.

t has to be said that we at SATURN

MAC were unsure if Capcom would

sede Streetfighter i in all its various

incarnations. They were tipping the

realism of the graphics and adding

loads more special moves and combos, but the ideas

were starting to look a bit tired. But then, against all

expectations, they came up with Darkstalkers,

Streetfighter Alpha and X-Men: Children of the Atom

all at once. The clever chappies.

ained eye they're all two-dimen-

sl beat c i up;, hich a>

destroyed, but this is no Neo-Geo-style genre plagia-

rism exercise All three of the above mentioned titles

scored heavily for originality, and of them all the best

(calm yourselves, Streetfighter fans) had to be X-Men.

For starters it's the first time comic boot super-

heroes have been successfully translated to game

format. Many games have tried, but apart from

(maybe) Spiderman on the Megadrive years and

years ago, none have triumphed in capturing the

atmosphere and abilities of the various awesomely-

powered protagonists. We were beginning to think

the X-Men were just too powerful for one game to

But they've all survived the transition perfectly.

Basically, X-Men is the best 2D fighting game you'll

get for the Saturn Maybe ever, or maybe until Marvel

Super Heroes comes out. But for now it's certainly

the best. But why? That's what you want to know,

isn't it? That's all you slags ever want from us, infor-

mation. What are we, your personal slaves? Well, for

once I don't mind telling you why, because this game

is so dear to my heart I fell
I may burst if I do not pro-

fess my love for it immediately.

For a kick-off, it's arcade perfect. Apart from a

couple of frames of animation missing (and you'll

never notice) everything from the coin-op is there. In

full-screen-o-vision, too. and funning at full speed. All

the little features such as Auto Block and the game

speed select are intact, along with whole new game-

play options, such as Survival Mode. Team Battle and

ooh... everything else exciting. Plus of course, as

Capcom fans would no doubt be hoping, you can

play as the bosses.

But it's not the beads and trinkets that make X-

Men such a fine figure of a game, it's the way each

character has been so intricately designed and

matched up against one another. The special abilities

and X-powers of every participant put them on the

same level whilst the vast differences in their play

style keeps every character an individual. Plus, of

course, the game shifts at a million miles an hour.

The visual effects, the explosions, the optic

blasts and soon, keep the screen looking incredibly

busy at all times and the Saturn shows some impres-

sive muscle when moving a couple of the huge char-

acters (like Sentinel and Juggernaut] around without

slowing down. The sound, consisting mostly of uber-

quality samples, adds to the atmosphere more than

you'd normally expect. Great effort has obviously

been expended to match up the voices of the charac-

ters properly. And the Sentinel sounds best.

Basically, this is one of those games which tran-

scends regular style boundaries. It doesn't particular-

ly matter what kind of games you like, you're guaran-

teed to love this one as if it were your own little baby

game The tight controls, the plethora of moves, the

imagination that's gone into its creation, the Create a

Combo law which makes just about every punch or

kick the starting or end point for a string of moves

born from your own fevered brain all conspire to pro-

duce a landmark of the genre. Don't forget to buy

this, it's absolutely corking.

7 ~=GA SATURN
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Despite the huge quantity or action occurring In this

rind, if you saw It moving, that there's no slow-down at all. How clever.
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|SHOOT 'EH UP

^FEBRUARY

So it might be one dimension short of a full geometric perspec-

tive, but does Darius deliver the required kill-count?

arius sound s like the kind of name an

unfortunate Surrey nouveau riche

kid would get lumbered with by his

double glazing magnate parents. But

it is in fact the name of a distant and

fictional star. As anyone who read

last month's Darius Showcase would immediately

have known. So that's got you hasn't it, you fair-

weather fans? Thought you could get away with

missing an issue, didn't you? But instead you've

gone and missed all the in-depth information on a

game we're about to praise right in

front of you. Well there's a subscrip-

tions ad in every issue you fools, so

you can't say we didn't give you the

opportunity to keep ahead.

Bight, so Darius, for those of you

too slack to know, is a fish-blasting

shoot 'em up set in the depths of

space. Not real fish, obviously, but

giant robot fish. Not many real fish

would be much of a match for a fully-

equipped space fighter. But they look

like fish nonetheless. And they act like

fish. Apart from firing lasers and mis-

siles from every part of their bodies.

Although that's pretty standard piscine behaviour up

the Humber Estuary.

It's not like Panzer Dragoon or any of those

clever modern games at all - all these fishies are in

glorious technicolour 2D and the background scrolls

constantly from right to left. It's an old school, kick-

ing with the class flavour (as it were) shoot 'em up

where power-upS and RSI-inducing joypad move-

ments make the difference between life and death.

by some fat bint warbling away like an Old Spice

advert But don't worry too much, because the

sounds of your own mass destruction do a lot to

drown her out. And if it bothers you that much.

there's always the volume switch (tip-use this to

turn it down).

Now there's an obvious argument against

Darius' existence. It's 1996, fer gosh sakes, and we
demand polygons, multiple perspectives and tri

-

dimensionality in all things. Well ifyou want to think

like that, go ahead you pedantic bores, but you'll be

denying yourself a pretty slice of the enjoyment cake.

For Darius is actually ace. Everything might be 2D,

but don't let that distract you from the general beau-

ty of it The game features some huge bosses, billions

of sprites on screen and riots of colour all over the

shop (especially in the gorgeous backgrounds]. Plus,

it's one of the toughest shoot 'em ups I've played in a

long time It's reasonably challenging (two days

worth) on Easy mode, and a considerably more test-

ing feat on Very Hard Plus the option to choose your

route through the twenty-six levels (you need only

complete seven to finish the game) adds further

longevity mileage. Even once you've beaten Darius

there'll still be plenty of stages you haven't seen, and

each one has it's own personality and hazards,

Darius doesn't match up toVirtua Fighter 2 as a

showpiece for the Saturn, but it's still game enough

for most players to get a kick out of There's more

going on at once than you'll find in most any other

title at this time, and you're guaranteed freneticism.

Forget your 32-BIT preconceptions and try it

72 ^> SEGA SATURN
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Did you hen about the fight down at the chip

shop last night? Apparently sii fish got bat-

tered! Hahahahihihih! Ahhhh, priceless!
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ep, fur fans it's Sega's very first ani-

mal hospital type game where you,

Rolf Harris a-like, get to save all the

little animals from starvation and a

life on the streets! Yes, you can make

a difference!

Actually, maybe that's taking things a little far, Baku

Baku isn't really like animal hospital at all. Not even

a little bit. But there is an abundance of small furry

creatures in this game, and they all need feeding

too. Amazingly enough, this novelty title was devel-

oped by AM j. the very same people who were

behind Sega Rally {both in the arcades

and on the Saturn conversion),

although people looking for an abun-

dance of 3D trickery or astounding

special effects will probably be very

disappointed.

What Baku Baku animal does

offer though, is some of the most

addictive puzzle play since Tetris. In

fact, the basic premise ofthe game is

very similar to Pajitnov's classic -

match up similar shaped objects- in

this case vegetables- into some kind

of logical form before they reach the

top of the screen. More than one veg-

gie along with its respected owner

e whole line will disappear (the crying,

starving animal will chomp away through the whole

lot) and fall on to the opponent's play area. Sounds

too simple for a machine such as the Saturn? Well,

that's all there is to It - almost. The real skill of Baku

Baku is to line up as many rows of fruits as possible

and by setting off just one line, all owing a chain

reaction of sequences to follow. And yes. that's really

all there is to it.

You know how life is. It's survival of the fittest

in this game buddy. Man against man. Dog eat

dog. Monkey eat banana, mouse eat cheese,

rabbit eat carrot and panda eat bamboo

shoot Urn, what exactly is going on here?

:r, despite the title's amazing simplicity.

the action is surprisingly addictive, (even though in

one player mode, it's very easy to complete). This is

mainly because in two-player mode it's probably one

of the most competitive games you'll ever come

across. There's nothing quite so glee-inducing as acti-

vating a whole sequence of fruits on to an unsus-

pecting opponent, then watching their face drop as

they begin to lose control of the proceedings and the

blocks become ever closer to the top of the play area.

If you're already a fan of these types of games, it's

likely that you will have already encountered this in a

number of different guises, and nothing much really

changes whenever a new one comes along, but at

least Baku Baku has an excellent novelty attraction,

plenty of silly graphics and brilliant slapstick music

This results in a more atmospheric play than most

games of this type, and as usual, the action is hope-

lessly addictive. There's seven stages to conquer in

one player mode and the time it takes to do this sim-

ply depends on the degree you become addicted to

the gameplay Play it once a day and it may take a

week to complete. Play it continually, and you'll crack

it in a couple of hours. But in a way, the point of this

title isn't to finish it, as the most enjoyment comes

from playing it over and over again again:

At the end of the day. whether or not you'll

enjoy Baku Baku largely depends on what type of

gamer you are If you're after a game that boasts

technical excellence with moves to learn and secret

features to discover, Baku Baku is likely to disappoint.

However, if you just want something that's great fun

to play which also offers incredibly addictive action,

then Baku Baku is about as good as it could ever get.

-» **
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THE RAGE GETS TOUGHER AS WE RECEIVE
YOUR FIRST TIME ATTACK ENTRIES!
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TIME ATTACK RULES
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Will

1

ft

ONLY. Any

uire you to send a

ONEUP OF THE DESERT TRACK, ONE LAP OF
THE FORESTTRACK AND ONEUP OF THE MOUNTAIN TRACK!

TIME ATTACK TOP TEN!

2 Darren Ware,

3 Andrew

5 Ot^Klsw
6 Dean Lary, Derbyshire 5.19.61

7 Ian Davis, Eastbourne 3.11181

8 Stuart Makin, Cheshire 3.20.23

9 Dave"EFX"Hughes,CoDurham^^^

10 Ben Veasey, London !

FREE SATURN GAMES FOR A VEAR, A SEGA RALLV JACKET AND A SEGA RALLY T-SHIRT!

TEN SATURN GAMES AND AN EXCLUSIVE AM3 SEGA RALLV JACKET AND T-SHIRT!

AN EXCLUSIVE AM3 SEGA RALLV JACKET AND A SEGA RALLY T-SHIRT!
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MICHELW
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If you were asked to predict what games were most likely to

settle comfortably on the Saturn, an American football game is

bound to be in there somewhere. Acclaim's NFL '96 is the first to

make the adjustments and lounge back lesuirely into the 32-bit

sofa. Is it feeling comfortable?

an characteris-

F^'^H tit is the extent to which they

I ^k ^M take their sport seriously. In fact

* Ĵ m -""is CNN coverage of the first

days of the Gulf War, they'll

mber the American reporters commentating

ion as If it were the Superbowl, throw-

ing myriad sporting analogies in there to really

push home the importance of the events taking

place. But that's not to say that for the American

citizen, sport Is on a par with war. No, it's fai

important than that,

Despi

in popularity of

American Football in

this country, the game

spinoffs have continued

to do well. Few could

say they've never played

John Madden's in at

least one of its annual

,. Or if no1

Maddens then NFL

Quarterback Club

which, as it happens,

has made it on to the

Saturn, and is the first

American football game

to go for 32-bit glory.

NFL '96 is a foot-

ball game of the old

-00 N the si

that it's proper football

object that you kick

with your feet, but in

the sense that it main-

tains the tradition of

using windows to

choose your play. Play

options are chosen via

process of selection and elimination i.e. pro set —
short — halfback toss. There are loads of plays to

become familiar with, and if you haven't ever been

especially confident with your American football

tactics this is going to take you a while to get to

grips with. Likewise, familiarising yourself with all

of the different offensive and defensive positions

involves some extensive experimentation with your

full-backs, half-back and receivers, as well as the

highly esteemed quarterback Best assured though

that after this period of initiation your awareness

of American football is greatly enhanced making

the real thing look like a bit more than a fight

between a marauding band of motorcycle messen-

gers.

The sub-title Quarterback Club' denotes the

extent to which the game revolves around the leg-

end and mystique of this most important of play

makers. Quarterbacks are chosen separately from

teams meaning even if your team are the whipping

boys of the NFL. you can still get the hottest quar-

terback on your team. However, the fact the the

receivers will drop every pass tends to negate the

expertise that such a footballing star has to offer.

And on the subject of expertise, where does

the js-bit capability make its presence felt eh?

Primarily it's in the graphics, the game utilising a

host of camera angles from which to view the

game, including plenty of frilly stuff to do with

those inevitable stats that appear in hordes. Apart

from this though, there's little to let you know that

this is 32-bit American football. The game logic is

fine generally speaking, but one-player mode does

involve a few eyebrow raising moments when the

computer miraculously manages to read your play

perfectly or execute pin-point accurate throws. But

it's in multi-player mode that you can squeeze the

most fun out of NFL '96, challenging all-comers to

a bit of the rough stuff and engaging in the usual

The Dolphins are caught on the defence, desperately scram- Trie ball is up. but who's going to get their hands an it. When

bllng ie prevent what looks like an inevitable touchdown. I using your Quarterhack, it's important Tor throws to make

suggest a blitz nl some kind to try and sack the Quarterback. sure the receiver hag managed to find space before the throw.

Asyetthi: sis the only American football game
iilabie forth e Saturn, although theJohn

Miidden series is also destined to appear in the

ne ar future. The cautious among yoi 1 may want to

wa it, but shou : d you decide to rush 1 )ut and get

NFL '96, rest a- sured that while it st cks trenchant-

l V 1:o thefamili n 16-bit formula, it is nevertheless

an expansive a nd entertaining game

i-*"'
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CAMERA ANGLES
'sthe thing with sport; Sims these day; isn't it? More camera angles than

I you'd ever have thought possible. NFL '96 is no different, and comes complete

with avast range of its own from the shoulder cam which puts you tight in

the heart of the action to a blimp cam which sees you observing events from

way up in the clouds. Some are more practical than others. While the coach

night be useful for seeing how your linebackers are shaping up, it makes

playing difficult because your quarterback is obscured from view. The best

angle to use is either the action cam or super cam

HH|
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Road Rash and Manx TT SuperBike prove that when it comes to

racing, there's nothing quite likejumping atop a motorbike and

giving it some "welly". Joining the biker frenzy, Sega has dusted

down one of its most ancient coin-ops and given it the "Virtua"

treatment a recipe for success, surely? Well...

ang On CP '95 was released in late

'995 In Japan to plug the growing

gap in the Saturn's portfolio of dri-

ving titles- a stop-gap

you will, until the almighty Sega

Rally Championship came along. The

game promised much, with smooth, almost-popup

free 3D and the arcade heritage of one of the most

popular road racers of the eighties. This all sounds

pretty great except for one thing: the programming.

II would not be fair to rubbish every single

aspect of Hang On from the outset. Although the

graphics are distinctly angular (check out those

hexagonal wheels!) and somehow lacking in imagi-

nation, they do the job in depicting a pretty realistic

environment that moves at great

speed. Also, unlike the terrible import

game Dead Heat, there Is a nice

degree of variety in the backdrops. A

choice of three courses is available

from the outset, with three more

becoming accessible when the first

trio have been completed - and the

quality of the graphics certainly makes

you want to see these other levels.

Unfortunately, the sound doesn't do

the ears any favours -the motorbike

noises are certainly Flymo-esque and

,ic Is pretty nondescript.

s aural barrage would have been bearable if

leplay was good - after alt, the original Hang

I most definitely its Super sequel - were

t coin-ops for their time, crafted by a certain

ki no less. Unfortunately, this area of the

perhaps its weakest. There is absolutely no

we ght to either the bike or the rider, meaning that

leaning into corners is totally unrealistic - very fast,

with not much drift evident. Just pressing the pad

slightly left or right results in a laughable on-screen

performance from your biker as he lurches uncon-

vincingly about This over-leaning makes for a most

unsatisfactory experience when playing with the joy-

Hang On GP does have the distinction of bein

the only Saturn game that actually benefits consid

ably when used with the Arcade Power Racer -

thanks to its analogue capabilities, you have far mc

control over the leaning prowess of your bike

(although why a similar measure of control isn't

available with the pad remains a mystery).

With its varied courses and choice of bikes

(including some hidden ones, and a bizarre Street

Hawk lookalike capable of gargantuan velocities),

Hang On CP is initially an attractive game, despite

occasional graphical weirdness and obnoxious

sound. However, the handling of the bike is so well

"unbike-like"that the game loses a lot of itsattrac-

Of course, the big question has to be is there

really room for another road racer on the Saturn m,

ket while Sega Rally Championship rules supreme?

My answer is there's always room for a quality altei

native, but quite frankly Hang On GP '95 just isn't i

Ifyou haven't got Rally yet, consider yourself a fooli

cretin and go forth to your local software emporiui

and purchase it now. If you see Hang On while you'

there, do the decent thing and leave it where it is

You know, this game is much belter if you use the Analogue

Steering Wheel Controller Joypadstick. Honest it Is. Although

it's still pretty bad.

5£>3.ASAT_'.H\
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|SH00T ' EM UP

|march

Did you ever stop to think that maybe, because the universe of

Star Wars is based in another time and dimension, the awesome

Death Star might only be the size of a potato to an Earthling? Or

that an Imperial Battle Cruiser would be no bigger than a baby

carrot? No? Well, anyway, here's Titan Wars.

hoot em' up; on the Saturn have

taken on new standard! since Panzer

Dragoon. A game either has to try

and match its jD polygon muscle or

go for the more retrofied 2D side

with the nostalgic Darius. Now, with the awe inspir-

ing Panzer Dragoon 2 set to arrive, the quality we'd

expect from a shoot 'em up becomes even higher.

In such an environment, a game like Titan Wars

stands little chance of survival it chooses the head

on 3D perspective and makes a bit of a shambles of

it. The movement of the ship is almost comical. It jit-

ters up and down, left and right like its got the hic-

cups or something. It makes negotiating valleys and

caves decidedly frustrating and this, coupled with the

over-sensitive controls means that there are a lot of

annoying collisions Now this wouldn't be so bad if it

wasn't for the equally frustrating restart points Each

level only has about two restart points

ing through the same territory time

after time.

The environments that your ship

traverses aren't actually all that bad in

so far as the 3D scenery all scrolls very

smoothly and there's no sign of clip-

ping or anything nasty like that. The

lack of imagination though isn't as

easily forgivable, the space valley's and

stretches of sea looking bland and the

colours lacking subtlety and variety.

The challenges themselves are

equally uninspiring. Your ship dodges

under and over steel girders, shoots down towers

and tackles airborne enemies, all with the same plod

along predictability. As you'd expect, there's a boss

sitting there at the end that you hammer away at in

Once destroyed it's on to the next

level, pausing of course for the whole FMV bit in

between. And so it goes.

There are a range of pick-ups available in Titan

the shield

sile pick-up and the standard fire power-up. There

plenty of them as well which is a good thing becai

the slightest knock will really take it out of your

be the awful FMV sequences that fill out

line and try and invoke a bit of atmosphere, lean pic-

ture it now.. They they all were, putting the finishing

touches to the FMV sequences in the game. Actors

n their Stanislavsky

; in preparation of the big finale, the direc-

natographer were arguing about depth-

of-field ratios, and the special effects

cilling in the finishing touches on the computer.

Finally, it all came together, and they got the take.

Smiling, each of them sat down and lit a self-satis-

fied cigarette. There was silence. Suddenly, one of

them jumps up. "The game! Oh my god, we've for-

gotten about the game!" Confused replies; "What

game? What are you talking about?" "You know! T

game that's supposed to go with these FMV
sequences. Or was it meant to be the other way

round?" In a rush, they head down to progi

i and knock out the game overnight with the

help of some strong coffee and a few cut

Unfortunately, for us, it's too little too late.

? SEGA SATURN
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...and right, if something can be infinitely huge right, then something can also

be Infinitely small and get smaller and smaller but never disappear, and right,

this universe might just be an atom that makes up a huge

7 SEGA S.AT'J^N



By now, fans of Sega Rally around the world should havethe AM3

classic spinning constantly in their Saturns, as they try to find

everything this gaming masterpiece has to offer. Once you've

overcome your initial shock at how wel this plays and looks, you A
should be getting to grips with the abundance of advancedI^Bfchk.
tures thisgame holds. Last month, SEGA SATURNMAGAZH^^^^^
broughtyou all of thegame's secrets,ami to follow this up, DAVID

HODGSON steers his way around the Mountain course and points

out ways to improve those all-important lap times.
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MOUNTAIN COURSE
The idyllic mountain course weaves through some breathtaking scenery, but

you won't have time to admire that castle or the quaint village. This Is a seri-

ous rally, and there's no time for sight-seeing! As you can see, there are eight

different stretches of roadway that present some sort of problem, but with the

correct tuition you'll be speeding round the course with the best of them! Let

After a quick

brief period of speedy driving

along the main highway, you sud-

denly begin your ascent into the

hills. This is a hard left corner, anc

must be taken as shown in the di

gram Dropyoi

hug the inside of

Straighten yourself out (and shift

into third gear) and ready your ca

from the next probler

;
ing round the valley is rela

simple for the Rally veterar

quick drop down to seconr

vely

gear

and a powerslide around t

wall to the right should giv

those valuable extra secon Yneed

ed Change up the gears o

you're out of your powers 1

you're away! The next stop

fabled U bend, so watch yo

tand

urself!

game is the U bend before the sec-

ond checkpoint. With skill, you'll be

able to steer round in second gear,

but following the racing line is a

must, or else you'll find yourself

floundering along the left-hand

alley v. s.Rei

that the bonnet

almost touches the right-hand

stone wall. Then a long left-hand

troublesome part of the track. Brake

early to avoid embarrassment.

Ah, that's better. This gives you

mate racing line and

tlon! Now onto that tight U bend.



NEXT MONTH: LAKESIDE!
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Once again SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE returns to the premiere next

generation 3D lighting game, with more in-depth techniques and

tactics exposed. This month, we take a look at the way the com-

bination attack system works and examine the game's lead char-

acter - Akira Yuki- surely the most powerful fighter in the world!

Of all the characters in Virtua

Fighter z, Akira is byfarthe most

difficult character to master -

that's why we've tackled him first.

Although he is difficult to learn {as in the

first VF). once mastered he is by far the

best fighter in the game (unlike the first

VF). What must be stressed from the very

beginning is that he plays quite unlike any

of the other fighters, and if you're used to

the likes of Sarah or facky. you're not

going to adapt as quickly to Akira as you

would to say, Lau. The advantages are that

Akira's sheer wealth of attacks at close-

of any situation. Still, here's a slightly more in-depth

ADVANTAGES
ie of them c;!. His special moves are incredibly powerful

age than throws from Wolf or Jeffry.

i. Sega and AM; wanted to him to be the coolest character, so he does benefit

lot from the best-looking moves!

3. At close range, he has the very best attacks and a huge choice of thi

4. Supplementing his close-range fighting still further is the range of Pai-styh

attack reversals.

5. He has the Stun Palm of Doom (SPoD)!

DISADVANTAGES
i. Akira has a distinct disadvantage at ranged attacks, revelling only in close-range

bouts. If opponents keep at a distance, they stand far more chance than Akira.

I. He only has an average level of speed - Sarah, Pai and Lion for example can dart

in, strike and dart out before Akira can respond.

3. His special moves, although powerful, are extremely difficult to execute com-

pared to other characters.

4. He has no sequential button pressing combinations, apart from a crap PP and PK.

SURE-FIRE KILLING TECHNIQUES
Akira has some of the most truly terrifying and indeed effective combination

attacks in the game, and here is where we begin to go into depth on them. It must

be said that there are many, many more {we haven't even begun to touch on those

which use Akira's knee as a floating technique), but these will be plenty to be get-

ting on with. However, first of all, we'll discuss the oft-mentioned Stun Palm of

AKIRA HAS THE BEST ATTACK

IN THE GAME!
A true test of Akira mastery has to be

the Stun Palm of Doom (usually

referred to as the SPoO). It begins with

a simple palm to the chest and follows

up with an immediate reverse body

check and finishes with Akira turning

and planting two more palms into the

hapless opponent's back. The actual

move seems pretty simple, but the entire

thing is executed in less than a second!

This is incredibly difficult but if you mas-

ter it, the rewards are immense. For a

start, it's incredibly damaging and sec-

ondly it just looks the business! The diffi-

culty level of this move alone is enough

put most people off, so follow SEGA SAT-

URN MAGAZINE'S recommended

approach.

1. Press G+P+K for the Stun Palm

This is, of course, the easiest part of the

move to perform. Simply press all three

t close range forthbuttor

a. Press back-down/forward-P+K

This is the true test of timing. You need to

star! entering the command as the Saturn

responds to the first G+P+K move. The

down/forward-P+K part should be finished

off immediately afterthe G+P+K has hit.

This i AkirE

Sharper versi

ape

1 of the 1

forn

COMBINATION METHOD #fc SEQUENTIAL BUTTON PRESSING

Every character has what v.

of sequential button-pressi

with Lau being the best. All of th<

by far the easiest way to

>mbinationssuchasPKs, PPKs and of course PPPKs. These

?ady and that you can access via what is usually just a case

character for this (with just a measely punch-kick combo]

;aled in the moves list published in issue three. This method is

This is pret-

ty easy to input because the reverse body check of the

last part of the move takes a while to finish and you should

be hammering that punch button for all your worth!

AKIRA'S DEVASTATING COMBINATIONS

Akira has two primary moves for scoring a floating

hit. The easiest is one half of the forward double kick

for which he is famous (forward-forward-K). This is

supposed to be followed up by another kick, but in

fact, its recovery time is so short you can immediately

follow up with all manner of devastating techniques.

This move is particularly effective when behind the

opponent. The second good floating move is Akira's

knee. The only problem here Is that the move is so dif- :

» SEGA SATURN
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ESSENTIAL TECHNIQUES #1: THROW REVERSAL

er. although since we've used tha

I it by its proper name - the rever

cheap way to score a hit. AM* have decided that

's by pressing P+C shortly thereafter. Timin

II here - you have to press your P+G to escape almost simul'

o for the most part, you need to antlcpate when a cheap
;olng to be used on you. If you perform a move that needs a

lot of recovery time (like most of Wolf's or Jeffry's) you ought to be

lad during that short period of time

ieems to be the only technique that

9% fcjP
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I~~~g ESSENTIAL TECHNIQUE *3: COUNTER-STRIKES

I*

ESSENTIAL TECHNIQUES ffi AnACK REVERSAL

This is limited to Pai (who could do it in the first game). Kage and Akira. Basically,

simultaneously (full moves list in SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE issue three). Pai and

Kage are pretty limited in what they can reverse, whilst Akira can reverse anything

but the commands to do it are more difficult. It's also worth noting that Wolf has a

but it isn't so effective, only working on mid-level kicks aimed at him.

The advantages of these reversals are obvious - if you can anticipate an opponent's

move, you can actually use it to score damage against your foe! This is an essential

technique to remember because many so-called Akira and Kage masters completi

ly ignore the reversals. Do so at your peril!

s essential in pulling off truly spectacular float-

nining this, we'll check out the three stages

anyal

>rjustpressingthe punch

meet with the opponent, it

nerable (unless your opponent

1. Attack Generation

This is the time taken for you to input tf

which has an intricate joypad combinati

button.

i. Move Execution

The move is now in full force and if you

flits and you are for this split-second, Ini

riits you at exactly the same moment.

j. Recovery Time

After every move an amount of time elapses before your character can

perform another technique - this is known as recovery time. Typically,

special moves take far longer to recover from. The difference in recovery

time is what makes floating combinations possible.

Countering is pretty straight-forward. Vou receive extra damage if you

manage to hit your opponent during point two (if he misses you) or dur

ing point thre

floats the opponent (such as a knee), the force involved actually sends

them flying higher into the air. This means that your basic floating com

bos are guaranteed to work and you have the chanc

#' H
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COMBINATION METHOD #1: STAGGER HITS
BASIC MOVE COMBINATIONS
Akira is different from the other Vlrtua Fighters in that he has moves which h(

:hain together. For example, s double handed push is

achieved by pressing down, pulling back and pressing forwards with punch.

'

degree of time Is required to "charge" the down part of the move, so why ft

start with a low kick? This way you can chain two hits together with mini-

4t> SEGA SATURN »1_
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TOH SHIN DENS
To access the three hidden characters - Gaia. Sho and Cupido - go to the

title screen (with Press Start flashing up) and press Up, Down, Up, Down,

Right. Left, Right, Left. You'll hear Ellis shout to let you know that It's

worked. Now start any type of game and the two bosses. Caia and Sho,

will be added to the right-hand side of the screen. To select Cupido, high-

light Sho, hold Up and press any button.

VIRTUAGOP
The long-awaited Gun Select cheat is finally revealed! The hidden option will

allow you to pause the game and select any of the weapons at anytime -

including a special ultra-fast version of the Machine Gun - with unlimited

ammol Simply press the Start button to pause, then reload by shooting off the

screen or pressing C to cycle through the weapons.

Start the game up and when the SEGA screen appears, hold C and press Down.

Up, Right, Left, Up, Up. Left, Right. You'll hear a noise and the option will now

be accessible from the cheat menu (see issue 4 for details). By the way, you'll

need to have the Ranking Mode options already saved in your Saturn for

work, either by completing the game or by a the cheat.

SEGA RALLY
To race against one of AMj's top drivers on the Desert course,

select Time Attack. Choose any course and any car and when

you reach the screen with "3 Laps" and "Free Run" options, high-

light "3 Laps" and press X+Z+C at the same time. You'll start as

usual, only the shadow car will race off and get 52 second laps

on the Desert course. By the way, this is another feature not

included in the inferior American version of the game.

**=£--^
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NBA JAM: TOURNAMENT EDITION
The NBA Jam games always contain secret characters, and the Saturn version's

got a massive number ofthem. To play as any of the characters listed, answer

"Yes" when asked if you want to enter your initials, then hold the Land R shoul-

der buttons while entering these letters and dates. "Secret Player" will appear

on the screen to let you know that it has worked. By the way. the commentator

even calls out all of the secret character names when they get the balll

Clinton

Hillary Clint

MikeD

MCA
Heavy D

F Prince

Jazzy Jeff

Blaze

Hugo

TOM Febic

Jun3 Hill ZIG Apr 7

Nov 6 J Moon JAV Aug 24

Juh Chow Chow CHD Mays
Apr 6 Brutah GOW Juh?

Apr 9 Weasel DAN Jan 2

Jang Snake SNK Jums
Feb 2 Renaldo REN Feb 4
Oct g Fumungus GUN Jan 11

Sept 20 Kabuki KUB Aprw
Jan 14 Man LIZ Aug 7

Jum2 Sequoia SAW Apno
Jan .5 Boo-Boo THI Novi

Apr 2 Pistol WAN Junio

Mar 7 Facime DEL Oct 19

Ian i Alf Dog AIR Jan 21

Apr 9 Carlton CAL Mar 25

Dec8 Divita DIV Jul 3

Aug 6 Coskie GOS Jan6

Dec 31 Liptak LIP Jan 14

May? Rivett REV Jul 6

Nov 16 Turmell TUR Jan 31

Man Thomas FNK Jan 8

Dec 24

Shelley

GOR
SHV

Jul 3

Feb 23 Moore MOE Jun8

i i

m

is cheats. Enter them ir

ill of the teams have been beaten, you play again with extended U
: opponents and hidden power-up modes.

DIGITAL PINBALL
These cheats should be entered on the title screen with "Press Start Button" c

it. They give you a variety of messages, like the programmer credits, the versic

dates and other exciting features.

Credits - C, B, A, A. B, C. Y, Z. X, Down, Down
Weird Numbers - X, V, Z, X. Y. Z, C, B, A, Up, Up

Sound Pro Version - X, X, Y. Y, Z. Z, A, A, B. B, C. C

Plasma Pro Version - Up. Up, Down, Down. Left, Right, Left, Right, B. A, X

VIRTUA FIGHTER 2
There's a hidden video clip of Dura I

breaking up to reveal her real human form

-Kage's mother To access it, complete the game on the Hard difficulty setting,

including beating Dural first time. It may sound really hard to do. but it can be

made incredibly easy by setting Player 1 to "No Damage" and Player ; to

"Smallest" energy bar from the options screen. You'll still need to play right

through the game, but you can only lose with a Ring Out

&P SEGA SATURN
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GAME of the month

With the absence of any storming titles from Sega this month, there's an

abundance of non-Sega titles released, among them this gem of an adven-

ture title from Acclaim. It's difficult to slot it into any game genre as such, mainly

because it's hard to ascertain what you actually do. apart from wander around and

look at pretty objects, which is why action fans should definitely give this one a

wide berth.

However, if you like a bit of murder mystery and suspense in your gaming,

then this should suit you down to the ground. The story is enough to give younger

gamers nightmares - a doctor has gone mad in a nearby hospital and hacked his

patients to death. Unfortunately, he's also done a runner and it's up to his daugh-

ter taura to sort out the mess (literally) To do this, she must enter her father's

twisted alter-reality and solve the many puzzles which are put before her. 5olving

them usually entails finding keys entwined within rotting corpses, opening boxes,

dodging attacking knights and generally avoiding being killed by some unsavoury

While the in-game action is definitely not to everyone's taste, the story can

be really gripping at times, and the graphics, although in a small window are really

crisp, clear, and at times, disgustingly gory People already used to playing games

of this type (such as Myst or even some of the RPCs on the Megadrive). may find

that the action is completed all to soon - most of the puzzles are relatively easy to

solve, although there is one in particular that's absolutely rock hard - but gamers

new to this genre may find that this will last them a fair old while. Mot perfect by

any means, but the best game of its type available on Saturn at the moment.

|electronic arts]

rafflB 1
£ 44 .99

fgsm |
* * * *

Well, after the obvious big three', FIFA Soccer is easily one of the most

ed titles on the Saturn. In fact. EA slipped this one out just after Chri

hardly bothering to tell a soul here in rev

gether unobvious - the Playstation versii

everyone would be comparing the two w

However, EA needn't have worried t

footie title, Victory Goal clean out of the

sides, real playe

FIFA blows Sega'

got club sides, int

John Motson to help everything along

of customising options, several different

view the action from and unlike most sports sims. these options really r_a

difference. So all well and good eh?

Not quite. Although the actual game mechanics are pretty spot on,

can't be said for FIFA's appearance The sprites are slow and fuzzy, and thi

sometimes jerks when the pitch is moving too.

Still unless, you're a football trainspotter, these features aren't likely to bother

you, especially when you soak in the atmosphere of the game, which has to be as

close to football as you can possibly get without pulling on a pair of boots. Vou'll

glean months of play from this one.

&> SEGA SATURN
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rH(ey everyone it's February (or Match depending on when you bought the mag]!

What does that mean? Well, it means that there's not much software knocking

about and developers tend to convert all their old PC stuff for an easy low-budget

release. And that's exactly what's happened with Cyberia. Released on the PC a cou-

ple of years ago, it wasn't very popular then, it's likely to be even less popular now.

The reasons for this are very simple Cyberia relies very heavily on the game
plot, and in fact, most of your time is spent observing what's going on. Each level

has very specific tasks which must be completed before progressing to the next

section, and at the beginning of the game, each level is played out as either an iso-

metric or close quarters combat game. However, after the first few levels, this sud-

denly switches to a first person perspective shoot 'em up. Unfortunately, there's

too many levels of these in one go to make them much fun.

Throughout the title, the graphics remain pretty spectacular, and if you had to

the game on looks alone, it would score very highly. It's just that Cyberia

o hard to be everything al

n^"' |uS GOLD

nptm |f 44.99

^kiwm 1** 1

.if only v. had a

»: athea
n dedicated to gaming cabbage of the month

An evil music phihstine has kidnapped all of the world's leading

(Sad Cafe, according to US Cold) and has taped them all up in a box or something

and is refusing to let them go. Unfortunately (for you] he failed to capture Johnny

Bazooka, who has now taken up a quest to retrieve his mates in the name of the

good ship Bock. Sounds like a Megadrive game already, doesn't it?

Funny that. Because if it wasn't for an extremely lengthy Silicon Graphics

intro tacked onto the beginning, you'd probably think it was. Honestly, this employs

some of the worst graphics ever seen on the Saturn and that takes

generation games like Astale into consideration. Johnny looks like a rockabilly

abomination, and as for the rest of the graphics, well, quite simply crap

It's hard to believe that in this day and age. something like this exists.

This month. Tohshinden S finally makes its way to the Saturn, and

complete with a couple of extra characters, all of which are hidden at the

beginning of the game. It's sometimes difficult to see why this enjoyed so much
attention in the past - although the graphics are of top-notch quality, the actual

game is sometimes repetitive and lacks a distinct learning curve - there's only so

many moves to memorise. Of course, this doesn't make the game any less fun to

play, and Tohshin Den S is fun to play - it just restricts the longevity of the title

somewhat.

Naturally, if you compare it to the awesome Virtua Fighter 2, Toh Shin Den S

nowhere near touches it in terms of payability or sheer quality, but that doesn't

necessarily mean that it's not worth buying. While it may not have the depth or

amount of moves theat VFj holds, it's fair to say that it's a different type of

title-one that depends more on spectacular special moves and weapons.

Not one for ardent combat, but fun all the same.

- L
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Irue Pinball
Pinball games haven't exactly been heralded into the next generation of videi

gaming -it's not hard to see why when you consider that pinball

flipping a small silver ball around one. fairly small table. Why would anyone want

to see this converted on to their shiny new Saturn? Well, you'd be surprised. When

these titles are converted well, they're among the most popular games you can buy

-especially if they came equipped with bonus tables and sub g,

But, Ocean's pinball is different. It doesn't go in for any of those fancy add

ons. instead, it offers, real pinball and nothing else. Is th

programmers couldn't be bothered to program anything extra into the game, or do

they really like straight pinball and nothing else? Hmmmm.
Anyways, there's three tables to play on in all, the purpose being to rack upas

many points as possible without losing the ball down the little hole at the bottom

And um, that's about it.

The great thing is that if you love pinball games, then boy are you in for treat

with this one But, why, or indeed, how could you love a game like this when there

are quite plainly loads more in-depth and non-sleep inducing titles out there. If you

really like pinball so much, you could play to your heart's content on a real pinball

table for less thanaquid.

Golf is an incredibly popular game on all consoles and on PC it'

money earner, so it's no wonder that companies are clambering over thei

selvesto rush out simulations. What is quite difficult to believe though, is tha

end result is sometimes very far removed from the original game. US Cold's ve

of events only has one course to play on, which is a bit of a poor effort in itself, an

becomes very boring very quickly. And although the graphics are pretty fine (this i

not a difficult feat in a golf game], the actual game is a bit difficult to play. This

isn't because the controls are difficult to get used to or the star

level or anything like that Nope, it's because not enough attention has been paid

to the way the game has been put together The different views of the

able are a bit thoughtless and erratic and whatever shot you decide to take, the

ball doesn't necessarily follow the chosen route Better than Pebble Beach Golf,

then that's no reason to buy it.

WING ARMS
w:'hen this was released on import a few months ago. it was given a slating by

just about everyone for being a bit on the dull side. Fortunately, Sega chose

to hold back the title for a few months and promptly sent it back to their develop-

ment people to make a few changes. A tweek here, fiddling with spanners there

and the changes show themselves in the guise of translated Japanese text, but this

in itself makes the game much more rounded,

While not as slick as the much celebrated Firestorm, Wing Arms Is still a

decent enough simulation and is hard enough to keep you going into the wee
>""'. ".«» hours. However, you will need a large dose of patience to be able to keep playing

'' ^^^ii^jj^^^" through it. as at times it can be very fiddly indeed But if you persevere, you'll find

thattfiisisas rewarding a flight sim as any other currently available on the Saturn.
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next CREDITS

MEDIC MEDIC!
Oh so you're probably a bit of a mess after ad that lot Your head's spinning from too much speed

in Wipeout, your shins are bruised from a rough 90 minutes of Euro '96, and yourjaw's broken

thanks to the combined efforts of the Street Fighters and the X-Men! Well, although now might

not seem like the appropriate time, here's the kind of mauling you can expect from next month's

Sega Saturn Magazine.

We'll have extensive coverage of Acclaim's Alien Trilogy, loads of stuff on Psygnosis' other big hit,

Destruction Derby, and reviews of, among others, WWF Wrestlemania and Shellshock.

For now though, have a nice lie down.
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PRICE! CHOICE! QUALITY! SERVICE!
THESE HAVE MADE US THE FASTEST GROWING COMPUTER

AND VIDEO GAMES CLUB IN THE COUNTRY !!
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